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By CJ Hopkins

T
his isn’t going to be pretty, folks. The downfall of a 
death cult rarely is. There is going to be wailing and 
gnashing of teeth, incoherent fanatical jabbering, 

mass deleting of embarrassing tweets. There’s going to 
be a veritable tsunami of desperate rationalizing, strenu-
ous denying, shameless blame-shifting, and other forms 
of ass-covering, as suddenly former Covidian Cult mem-
bers make a last-minute break for 
the jungle before the fully-vaxxed-
and-boosted “Safe and Effective 
Kool-Aid” servers get to them.

Yes, that’s right, as I’m sure 
you’ve noticed, the official Covid 
narrative is finally falling apart, 
or is being hastily disassembled, 
or historically revised, right 
before our eyes. The “experts” 
and “authorities” are finally 
acknowledging that the “Covid 
deaths” and “hospitalization” 
statistics are artificially inflated 
and totally unreliable (which they 
have been from the very begin-
ning), and they are admitting that 
their miracle “vaccines” don’t 
work (unless you change the defi-
nition of the word “vaccine”), and 
that they have killed a few people, 
or maybe more than a few people, 
and that lockdowns were proba-
bly “a serious mistake.”

I am not going to bother with 
further citations. You can surf the Internet as well as I 
can. The point is, the “Apocalyptic Pandemic” PSYOP 
has reached its expiration date. After almost two years 
of mass hysteria over a virus that causes mild-to-mod-
erate common-cold or flu-like symptoms (or absolutely 
no symptoms whatsoever) in about 95% of the infected 
and the overall infection fatality rate of which is approx-
imately 0.1% to 0.5%, people’s nerves are shot. We are 
all exhausted. Even the Covidian cultists are exhausted. 
And they are starting to abandon the cult en masse.

It was always mostly just a matter of time. As Klaus 
Schwab said, “the pandemic represent[ed] a rare but 
narrow window of opportunity to reflect, reimagine, and 
reset our world.”

It isn’t over, but that window is closing, and our 
world has not been “reimagined” and “reset,” not irre-
vocably, not just yet. Clearly, GloboCap underesti-
mated the potential resistance to the Great Reset, and 
the time it would take to crush that resistance. And 
now the clock is running down, and the resistance isn’t 
crushed … on the contrary, it is growing. And there is 
nothing GloboCap can do to stop it, other than go openly 
totalitarian, which it can’t, as that would be suicidal. As 
I noted in a recent column:

“New Normal totalitarianism — and any global-cap-
italist form of totalitarianism — cannot display itself 
as totalitarianism, or even authoritarianism. It can-
not acknowledge its political nature. In order to exist, it 
must not exist. Above all, it must erase its violence (the 
violence that all politics ultimately comes down to) and 
appear to us as an essentially beneficent response to a 
legitimate ‘global health crisis’ …”

The simulated “global health crisis” is, for all intents 
and purposes, over. Which means that GloboCap has 
screwed the pooch. The thing is, if you intend to keep the 

masses whipped up into a mindless frenzy of anus-puck-
ering paranoia over an “apocalyptic global pandemic,” 
at some point, you have to produce an actual apoca-
lyptic global pandemic. Faked statistics and propagan-
da will carry you for a while, but eventually people are 
going to need to experience something at least resem-
bling an actual devastating worldwide plague, in reality, 
not just on their phones and TVs.

Also, GloboCap seriously overplayed their hand with 

the miracle “vaccines.” Covidian cultists really believed 
that the “vaccines” would protect them from infection. 
Epidemiology experts like Rachel Maddow assured them 
that they would:

“Now we know that the vaccines work well enough 
that the virus stops with every vaccinated person,” 
Maddow said on her show the evening of March 29, 
2021. “A vaccinated person gets exposed to the virus, the 
virus does not infect them, the virus cannot then use that 
person to go anywhere else,” she added with a shrug. “It 
cannot use a vaccinated person as a host to go get more 
people.”

And now they are all sick with … well, a cold, basi-
cally, or are “asymptomatically infected,” or whatever. 
And they are looking at a future in which they will have 
to submit to “vaccinations” and “boosters” every three 
or four months to keep their “compliance certificates” 
current, in order to be allowed to hold a job, attend a 
school, or eat at a restaurant, which, OK, hardcore cult-
ists are fine with, but there are millions of people who 
have been complying, not because they are delusional 
fanatics who would wrap their children’s heads in cello-
phane if Anthony Fauci ordered them to, but purely out 
of “solidarity,” or convenience, or herd instinct.

Many of these people (i.e., the non-fanatics) are start-
ing to suspect that maybe what we “tin-foil-hat-wearing, 
Covid-denying, anti-vax, conspiracy-theorist extrem-
ists” have been telling them for the past 22 months might 
not be as crazy as they originally thought. They are back-
pedaling, rationalizing, revising history, and just mak-
ing up all kinds of self-serving bullshit, like how we are 
now in “a post-vaccine world,” or how “the Science has 
changed,” or how “Omicron is different,” in order to 
avoid being forced to admit that they’re the victims of 
a GloboCap PSYOP and the worldwide mass hysteria it 

has generated.
Which … fine, let them tell themselves whatever they 

need to for the sake of their vanity, or their reputations 
as investigative journalists, celebrity leftists, or Twitter 
revolutionaries. If you think these “recovering” Covidian 
Cult members are ever going to publicly acknowledge 
all the damage they have done to society, and to people 
and their families, since March 2020, much less apolo-
gize for all the abuse they heaped onto those of us who 

have been reporting the facts … 
well, they’re not. They are going to 
spin, equivocate, rationalize, and 
lie through their teeth, whatever it 
takes to convince themselves and 
their audience that, when the shit 
hit the fan, they didn’t click heels 
and go full “Good German.”

Give these people hell if you 
need to. I feel just as angry and 
betrayed as you do. But let’s not 
lose sight of the ultimate stakes 
here. Yes, the official narra-
tive is finally crumbling, and 
the Covidian Cult is starting to 
implode, but that does not mean 
that this fight is over. GloboCap 
and their puppets in government 
are not going to cancel the whole 
“New Normal” program, pretend 
the last two years never happened, 
and gracefully retreat to their lav-
ish bunkers in New Zealand and 
their mega-yachts.

Totalitarian movements and 
death cults do not typically go down gracefully. They 
usually go down in a gratuitous orgy of wanton, nihilistic 
violence as the cult or movement desperately attempts 
to maintain its hold over its wavering members and 
defend itself from encroaching reality. And that is where 
we are at the moment … or where we are going to be very 
shortly.

Cities, states, and countries around the world are 
pushing ahead with implementing the New Normal 
biosecurity society, despite the fact that there is no 
longer any plausible justification for it. Austria is going 
ahead with forced “vaccination.” Germany is prepar-
ing to do the same. France is rolling out a national seg-
regation system to punish “the Unvaccinated.” Greece 
is fining “unvaccinated” pensioners. Australia is oper-
ating “quarantine camps.” Scotland. Italy. Spain. The 
Netherlands. New York City. San Francisco. Toronto. The 
list goes on, and on, and on.

I don’t know what is going to happen. I’m not an ora-
cle. I’m just a satirist. But we are getting dangerously 
close to the point where GloboCap will need to go full-
blown fascist if they want to finish what they started. 
If that happens, things are going to get very ugly. I 
know, things are already ugly, but I’m talking a whole 
different kind of ugly. Think Jonestown, or Hitler’s final 
days in the bunker, or the last few months of the Manson 
Family.

That is what happens to totalitarian movements and 
death cults once the spell is broken and their official nar-
ratives fall apart. When they go down, they try to take the 
whole world with them. I don’t know about you, but I’m 
hoping we can avoid that. From what I have heard and 
read, it isn’t much fun.

Originally published at ConsentFactory.org

The Final Days Of The Covidian Cult
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By Todd Hayen, Ph.D.

W
hatever happened to that (the free and the 
brave)? Whatever happened to the attitude that 
had Patrick Henry at the Virginia convention in 

1775 say “give me liberty, or give me death”? Whatever 
happened to the patriotic fervor and the uncanny com-
mitment to face suffering and death that result-
ed in over two million young men volunteering 
for service in World War I, and five times that 
number volunteering to serve in World War II?

Whatever happened to the ability to con-
quer fear and ride on the excitement for adven-
ture and potential for immeasurable success 
that drove hundreds of thousands of men and 
women into the wild, and dangerous, frontiers 
of the American West? Whatever happened to 
the spirit that filled the souls of those that faced 
stark adversity, danger to life and limb, that lead 
over 50,000 hapless men and women (most-
ly men) into the jungles of Central America to 
build the Panama Canal?—ultimately killing 
over 5,000 of them as a result of accidents, all 
manner of diseases including malaria and dys-
entery?

What happened?
Yeah, this is about us, guys (me included!) 

Sure, women can be brave—any biological sex-
ual orientation can activate the warrior arche-
type—but more commonly it is the gendered 
male that falls into this archetypal constella-
tion— bravery—a compulsion to protect those he loves, 
have a critical and logical assessment of a difficult situa-
tion, and the force and power, at the very least a potential 
force and power, ready to inflict whatever necessary to 
protect partner and family, community and nation. We, 
us men, have seemed to have lost much of that. Have we 
become a bunch of puss-balls?

Dr. Mark McDonald, a prominent medical doctor with 
a specialty in psychiatry, doesn’t mince words when he 
says while describing the psychological state of men and 
women during this crisis: “we essentially have men with 
no balls, and then we have histrionics, women who have 
no emotional containment, because there are no men to 
contain them anymore.” Sexist? Maybe some will think 
so, but McDonald is not putting all the blame on one sex, 
or exclusively on the masculine or feminine archetypes, 
the responsibility here is rather well balanced.

What does this mean?
Very basically it means we have created a culture that 

has done a pretty good job of emasculating men—the 
radical feminist movement, as well as a general lack of 
situations where men can express their “man-ness” in a 
healthy way, has been a big part of the problem. “Toxic 
Masculinity” is a phrase and concept that has taken the 
world by storm, and contributes quite a bit to the confu-
sion that men are experiencing while trying to ascertain 
what a “real man” is in today’s “anti male” culture.

“Oh boo hoo” some of you may be saying. “Men, 
through their powerful patriarchal history of abusing 
women and treating them as inferior partners in relation-
ships deserve a little pull back!” There certainly is truth to 
that, but two wrongs don’t make a right. You can’t carve 
out an essential part of being a “man” without some col-
lateral damage, all the way around.

So what does being a “real man” have to do with brav-
ery? A lot, actually. Facing adversity and danger, primar-
ily in order to protect the physically weaker, is a very 
important attribute of the masculine archetype of war-
rior, or even king if you want to get more detailed about it. 
Historically and traditionally the man has been the pro-
tector, the physical, and sometimes intellectual (intelli-
gence that is present in logic reasoning and critical think-
ing) found in masculine archetypes (again, archetypes 
both men and women have access to). These attributes 
are primarily directed toward protection and outward-
ly projected as strength and resolve. This often stabiliz-
es the more emotional feminine archetypal factors that 
again, typically, are activated by the female, or woman, 
in a relationship.

As a psychotherapist, and an archetypal psycholo-
gist at that, I see these archetypal powers and influences 
playing out in my clients every day. Most of the problems 
I find in a couple’s therapy stems from an imbalance, 
or a dysfunction, in these energies of masculine and 
feminine. Again, the “man” in a couple can be activat-
ing both masculine and feminine archetypes, as well as 
the “woman.” The problem comes in if the archetypes 
activated are inappropriate, out of balance, and create 
a result that is unexpected, undesired, or not beneficial. 
Most of these influences run in the unconscious, so very 
seldom are they consciously manipulated.

It wasn’t until I met Dr. McDonald that I connect-

ed some very important dots. McDonald recently wrote 
and released a book titled “United States of Fear.” The 
subtitle of the book, “How America Fell Victim to a Mass 
Delusional Psychosis” is the primary focus. McDonald 
holds nothing back when he addresses what he believes 
to be a fundamental cause of this mass psychosis. He 
believes that women (feminine archetypes driving the 

woman’s behaviour) need a strong, and masculine man, 
to contain her emotionality (due to the unfettered expres-
sion of her feminine archetypes.) McDonald, in an inter-
view given on Jerm Warfare, said:

“Do you think men with masks on make women 
feel safe? It only shows they have no balls. I’ve spo-
ken with female police officers who see men in cam-
ouflage, tattooed, driving around in trucks with gun 
racks—wearing masks. They tell me, ‘this does not 
make me feel safe. This makes me afraid. If they are 
this scared of a virus, how will they react to a real 
threat—what’s going to happen when the bear comes 

out of the woods? What’s going to happen when a 
rapist tries to attack me? What’s going to happen 
when my children are going to be kidnapped by the 
man in the park, what are they going to do? With their 
mask on are they going to say, “please stop. Please. 
Please.” They’re not going to put their lives on the line. 
They won’t even put their mouth on the line.’”

Harsh words, my brothers. Harsh words, but 
I think quite on the money.

Is this the only thing that is driving the col-
lapse we are seeing in those that cannot stand 
up to this current tyranny, and say “enough is 
enough, step back!” No, of course not, but, in 
my opinion, it is a large part of the problem. 
Our culture, at least in the West, has been set 
up for this to happen. We have become more 
and more dependent on the government taking 
care of us, thus losing our own personal drive to 
develop character and strength. We depend on 
government and authority to think for us, and 
tell us what is best for us, to, in a word, parent 
us. We comply, we stay children, and we ulti-
mately suffer.

The brave hold onto what makes them free 
and are willing to fight for it. Freedom is a God 
given right, not one bestowed upon us by any 
other authority. The healthy masculine arche-
types of warrior and king have at their side the 
symbolic sword representing their power over 
adversity and danger. There is a time for the 
warrior to pull the sword from its scabbard just 

a few inches to allow the sun to glint off of its polished 
surface, flashing in the eyes of a potential enemy, letting 
them know who they are dealing with. And then there is 
the time to pull the sword completely free from its con-
fines and slash what is seriously threatening the warrior 
and those he loves.

Now is the time to fight. 

Todd Hayen is a psychotherapist with a private practice 
in Aurora, Ontario. He is also an author of books, articles 
and blog posts and frequents his own website writing blogs 
there. www.toddhayentherapy.com

The Free And The Brave

The Price of Freedom:  
A Book Review

By Sean Arthur Joyce

W
e can be thankful that nothing disappears with-
out a trace. The steps of our ancestors contin-
ue to resound into the present. This is one of 

the realizations I had while reading Vera Maloff’s fine 
new book, Our Back Warmed by the Sun (Caitlin Press, 
2020), in which the story of the Doukhobors in the West 
Kootenay is told through her own family story. Maloff’s 
grandfather Pete was a key figure in the Doukhobor 
Peace Movement—a writer, intellectual and dedicat-
ed peace activist. In these days of easy “clicktivism,” it’s 
easy to forget that people such as Maloff were willing to 
put their bodies on the line for their beliefs. Pete Maloff 
was repeatedly jailed for offenses as mild as leading a 
peace march in Nelson, BC in 1929, considered “sedi-
tion” by the authorities of the day. It was their refusal 
to serve in the Tsar’s army and the burning of all their 
weapons in Georgia that led to the wholesale immigra-
tion of the Doukhobor community to Canada in 1899. 
A few Doukhobors who had been imprisoned in Siberia 
followed in 1914. To the Sons of Freedom and other 
Doukhobor peace activists, this ethic extended logically 
to a refusal to pay taxes, on the principle that, “We are fol-
lowers of Christ, therefore we cannot serve two masters. 
We cannot pay taxes on which firearms and ammuni-
tion are constructed.” (p. 68) For this they suffered severe 
repression by the Canadian government, despite being 
well aware of their pacifist beliefs when they entered the 
country.

However, some historical events leave deep, lasting 
grooves in the psyches of generations. Not long ago 
in New Denver I spoke to a woman of Doukhobor 
descent, a psychologist. Given her profession, I thought 
she would be ideally placed to write a history of the 
Sons of Freedom sect. But even for her these waters 
were too dangerous to wade into. She said the divisions 
caused by the Sons of Freedom remain to this day 
within the Doukhobor community, with a lingering 
bitterness many would prefer to forget. I had discussed 
with the psychologist the principle of epigenetics—the 
intergenerational transmission of trauma, a principle 
she was well acquainted with. Typically, studies show, 

the first generation—the traumatized—prefer to bury 
the trauma in forgetfulness, and seldom tell the story to 
their children. Second generations tend to inherit the 
psychological and physical symptoms of trauma even 
though they know nothing of its source. Generally it 
takes the third generation to finally start asking questions 
as to why this is occurring. Often it’s they who become 
the historians unearthing the story—the source of the 
trauma—with the goal of laying the ghosts of the past 
finally to rest. I wrote about this extensively in my book, 

See, ‘The Price’ p.3
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Laying the Children’s Ghosts to Rest, chronicling the 
history of Canada’s British Home Children in the West.  

Vera Maloff, to her very great credit, treads coura-
geously into these controversial waters. Her grandfa-
ther Pete Maloff’s steadfast commitment to pacifism 
caused division even within his extended family, some 
of whom criticized him for “abandoning” his family to 
fend for themselves for up to two years at a time while 
he was incarcerated. Others in the Doukhobor commu-
nity simply viewed his crusade as a hopeless, Quixotic 
quest against a determined, all-powerful government. 
The author’s mother Elizabeth, or “Leeza,” is a major 
source of information for the book, although many of 
her memories had been suppressed for decades due to 
their traumatic nature. She emerges as another key fig-
ure in the story, having herself endured removal from 
her family to the BC Girls’ Industrial School in Vancouver 
in 1932 along with her siblings. Fortunately this jar-
ring separation lasted only about a year, but in the life 
of a child a year can seem an eternity, and its damaging 
effects often last a lifetime. Having read Helen Chernoff-
Freeman’s excellent book Girl #85, about her experience 
being interned in the New Denver residential school in 
the 1950s, I was shocked to learn in Maloff’s book that 
it wasn’t the first time the government had taken away 
Sons of Freedom children.

I had also not known that the logging camp known as 
Porto Rico south of Ymir, BC was used briefly to intern 
both children and parents of Sons of Freedom families, 
including Maloff’s mother, her three young siblings, her 
grandmother and great-grandmother. “At that time my 
grandfather Pete Maloff was imprisoned for six months 
hard labour in Oakalla for “obstructing a police officer” 
in the peaceful protest march against land taxes going 
to support the military.” Unsurprisingly, Pete Maloff, 
according to Vera’s mother Elizabeth, “was always fol-
lowed,” and there were repeated attempts to infiltrate 
the Doukhobor community by the authorities. One such 
spy, Sasha Keersta, should have been an obvious one to 
spot, and indeed, Elizabeth’s mother (Pete’s wife) had 
a premonition of him in a dream. Keersta “showed up 
each time with a different car and driver” (p. 85) and was 
always nattily dressed—a major clue given the fact that 
it was during the Great Depression years when every-
one else was walking around threadbare. A similar story 
of infiltration occurs in Jacques Lusseyran’s World War II 
memoir And There Was Light. Lusseyran’s intuition as to 
the true nature of people was nearly infallible; his blind-
ness from an early age seemed to give him an extrasen-
sory ability others lacked. The one time he didn’t trust it 
proved to be the time he let an infiltrator into the French 
underground. There’s a lesson there for today’s resis-
tance leaders in the anti-lockdown Freedom movement.

Very much as with today’s Covid era governments 
passing arbitrary, unconstitutional legislation, when 
World War II broke out, in 1940 the Canadian govern-
ment passed a military registration law—the National 
Registration Act—for all males 16 and over. Pete Maloff 
refused to register, a “crime” which was made punishable 
by three months imprisonment, “but Father was sen-
tenced to several terms of three months.”As noted above, 
Maloff spent six months at hard labour at BC’s infamous 

Oakalla Prison simply for leading a pacifist protest march 
on Nelson’s Baker Street. (pp. 66–68) I’ve often thought 
that the Doukhobor community has never quite recov-
ered from the repeated blows struck against it by the 
Canadian government. This is confirmed by the writing 
of Pete Maloff himself:

“As years went by, the Government pursued its relent-
less onslaught upon the Doukhobors, so that many bitter 
conflicts have taken place since… All these persecutions 
and oppressions upon the Doukhobors were presum-
ably committed with the intention of assimilating them 
into the Canadian way of life. …It seems to me that this 
policy of assimilation, especially when done by violence, 
coercion and intimidation is one of the chief causes of 
Doukhobor unrest.” (p. 229)

In light of this, Canada’s rhetoric of “inclusion” and 
“diversity” rings hollow and deadly false. The “relentless 
onslaught” against Doukhobor communities seems to 
have been successful in its aim of assimilation. As with 
many immigrant communities, the goal now seems to 
be to blend in, get a good education and a good-paying 
career. Without a new generation of Pete Maloffs willing 
to put their bodies on the line for their beliefs, the con-
tinuity is broken and a great tradition all but lost. One of 
the great strengths of Vera Maloff’s book, however, is the 
realization that there’s a price to pay for such unbend-
ing idealism, with Pete’s family losing his presence for 
months or even years at a time. This in itself can leave 
emotional scars on a family. The author thus paints a 
nuanced picture, carefully avoiding either a condemna-
tion of such activism nor necessarily condoning it.

The Maloff family were also actively involved in assist-
ing Vietnam War resisters entering Canada via the Slocan 
Valley, at a time when mainstream society stigmatized 
them as “cowards,” “traitors,” or “freeloaders.” Just as with 
the Doukhobors, it took a great deal of moral backbone to 
leave one’s country and family behind—possibly forever. 
While others in the community stood aloof from these 
“hippies,” the Doukhobors generously helped them learn 
the skills of self-sufficiency they lacked. Most were more 
than willing to learn and pitch in with the workload, as 
the chapters on war resister Len Walker reveal. Seeing a 
potential protégé with shared ideals, Pete Maloff kindly 
took Walker under his wing.

From a writing perspective, the sole flaw I found with 

this book is the frequent shifts of voice from Vera as the 
narrator to her mother or one of her ancestors. It’s clear 
that even when she’s speaking in the voice of another per-
son she’s using her skill as a storyteller to make the narra-
tive flow seamlessly, but this can make the reader forget 
who is actually speaking. Late in my reading I realized the 
book includes a family tree which would have been help-
ful in sorting out who’s who and who is speaking at any 
given time. An index would also have been helpful, par-
ticularly for historical researchers. Still, minor flaws in a 
book that will earn its place as an invaluable contribution 
to the history of the West Kootenay.

We can be grateful that Vera Maloff has added this 
vital chapter to the fragmented history of the Sons of 
Freedom Doukhobor community. Maloff has said in 
interviews that she felt she needed to get her family’s 
stories down before her elders passed on. Her moth-
er Elizabeth turned 100 in 2020, so her concern is justi-
fied, although the Caucasus region from which the fam-
ily hails is known for some of the longest-lived people in 
the world. Indeed, they were studied by Soviet scientists 
anxious to uncover the secrets of their exceptional lon-
gevity. According to author Philip Marsden in The Spirit 
Wrestlers and Other Survivors of the Russian Century, 
who travelled the Caucasus in the 1990s after the collapse 
of the Soviet Union, some were rumoured to have lived to 
135 or even longer.

Maloff tells me that plans are in the works to pub-
lish Pete Maloff ’s sole surviving completed book, 
Doukhobors, Their History, Life, and Struggle. This brings 
me back to my opening line: We can be thankful that 
nothing disappears without a trace. There are many good 
reasons why ancestors are venerated around the world, 
and books such as this are just one of their invaluable leg-
acies to us in the present. And as Vera Maloff reminds us, 
we must never forget the price people such as Pete Maloff 
paid to leave us such gifts.
ORDER Vera Maloff’s new book here: https://caitlin-
press.com/our-books/our-backs-warmed-by-the-sun/

Sean Arthur Joyce is an author of poetry, Canadian his-
tory and a novel. He is better known in the West Kootenay 
region of British Columbia, Canada as Art Joyce for his 
popular newspaper columns and books on local history.   
www.seanarthurjoyce.ca/
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The price of freedom can be high

By Ken Lori

F
or two years we obeyed the rules yet the moment 
we challenge them you call us white nationalists.

For two years you monitored us yet the moment 
we repel the surveillance you call us subversive.

For two years we tolerated censorship 
yet the moment we expose it you warn of 
“unacceptable views.”

For sixteen months we endured pres-
sure to take an unproven vaccine yet the 
moment we refuse you call us reckless.

For two years we tolerated your narra-
tive yet the moment we mock it you alert 
the police of collective action.

For two years you shut down business-
es yet the moment we’re pushed too far 
you call us aggressive.

For two years you put us out of work 
yet when we post objections you delete 
us.

For two years we kept distant from 
friends and family yet when we demand 
a humane approach you call us unsympa-
thetic to the .077% that would die of COVID.

For two years Costco and Walmart crushed competi-
tion yet when we declare an unfair fight you ignore us.

For two years we quarantined as directed yet when we 
refuse, you fine us.

For two years we did everything you pressured us to 
yet when we convoy to Ottawa you initiate a public rela-
tions war.

When you lose the public relations war you’ll call in 
the troops because that’s what the Government & Media 

Party do when they lose the confidence of the people.
For two weeks we’re going to invite you to the table yet 

instead of engaging in discussion you’ll plant hooligans 
then blame us for the “insurrection.”

We know your playbook because you’ve been using it 
for two years with immunity.

Unfortunately for you, starting January 29 you’ll have 
to play by our book. Worry not, it doesn’t contain any of 
your name-calling, fear mongering, manipulation, pres-
sure, threats, denial, abuse, censorship, lies, destruction, 
overreach, violations or response to your public relations 
war.

Should, heaven forbid, we feel compelled to put any 
of these tactics to use, you’ll recognize them. You trained 
us well.

Websites Of Interest
Please note, these websites are provided as sources of 

alternative information. Druthers does not necessarily agree 
with all material found on these sites. Please use your own 

discretion, yet keep an open mind. Explore and analyze 
information and evidence with us.  

You can visit druthers.net to get in touch.

vaccinechoicecanada.com

freedomrising.info

worlddoctorsalliance.com

thehighwire.com

commonground.ca

corbettreport.com

pressfortruth.ca

weareallessential.ca

stand4thee.com

awarriorcalls.com

takeactioncanada.ca

brightlightnews.com

gbdeclaration.org

jccf.ca

swprs.org

action4canada.com

americasfrontlinedoctors.com

constitutionalconventions.ca

stopworldcontrol.com

evidencenotfear.com

activistpost.com

freedomforumcanada.com

thefreedompages.ca

standupcanada.solutions

lauralynn.tv

libertycoalitioncanada.com

awakecanada.org

Government & Media  
Can’t Handle Objection

CORRECTION from January article titled: “Father Seeks Truth About Son’s Death” 
— The Answers4Sean Twitter page is actually run by his father Dan Hartman. NOT by his 
stepfather Shane Adams. Also, the picture used in the article is actually of Sean with Dan. 
It is labeled as Sean with Shane.
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By Brian Taylor 

D
ear fellow Canadians, please consider my story 
and see if you find anything of value. We live in 
a time when we have a great opportuni-

ty. An opportunity to show who we are and what 
we are made of as citizens of this country. Are we 
going to allow fear, and hatred, and discrimina-
tion to rule us? Or will we rise above it to live out 
the beliefs that we claim to possess? 

We have been taught in our public schools 
that we as white people, took children from the 
homes of native Indians and put them in resi-
dential schools. Besides being taken from their 
parents and culture, many of them were treated 
very poorly or abused in these schools. Why did 
we do this? Were we afraid of them? Did we not 
care about or understand them and their culture? 
Did we think we were doing it for their own good? 
Many years later are we proud of these things? 
Or rather do we not consider that as a shameful 
black mark on our society? Ashamed that a mod-
ern, God fearing, advanced people would be will-
ing to do such a thing?

Canadians often boast about being a multi-cultural 
society and our Charter Of Rights And Freedoms upholds 
the freedom of conscience and religion as well as the 
supremacy of God. Do you think it’s wise to educate our-
selves before we pass judgment on someone? Have you 
ever made a quick judgment based on just what you see, 
only to find out you were wrong? Do you think that if 
we had tried to love and understand the native people, 
things might be better for us all today? All these ques-
tions have obvious answers.

Please now let me put this in the perspective of the 
current struggle we find ourselves in. There is a relatively 
small group of people living right among us, whose con-
sciences and beliefs are not the same as the larger group. 
They are not trying to be difficult. They are not trying to 
hurt you. They are those that have chosen not to be vac-
cinated. From the very early days of the pandemic they 
tried to listen and discern very carefully if the things 
they were hearing from the government and the media 
matched the things they saw in real life and what they 
knew from experience and common sense. They also 
took the time to study and learn more about masks, lock-

downs, and the effects of isolation on humans, especially 
on children. Lastly, to learn about what a true vaccine is, 
what it should do, and if the definition of a vaccine has 
changed lately? 

All the answers they found led them to take the steps 
they did and to resist the things they were hearing from 
the government and the media. It just didn’t add up to 
them. Once again, these people do not hate you and are 
not trying to hurt you. They are just regular folks who 
see things differently. Might it be worthwhile to try and 
understand them before passing judgment? Might it be 
worth taking the time to check out the research and evi-
dence they have of the other side of the story? Is it possi-
ble that there might be something to gain from educating 
ourselves further about these things? If you want to buy 
a car, do you only listen to the salesman who stands to 
make a profit off the sale? Or do you like to have an unbi-
ased opinion before you spend your money? Would it be 
worth taking the time to visit a few of these people to see 
if they are in fact the racist, misogynists that our prime 
minister has called them? To try and understand them 
and where they are coming from and how they feel?

Now please allow me to take this letter one step fur-
ther. To make it more personal and reveal something 
about myself. Last September, my only brother was 
returning from a fishing tournament near Regina. He had 
done well in the tournament and had won the “Angler 

of the year” award. My brother has a beautiful wife and 
four children who were so proud of him. In the middle 
of the night on his way home, pulling his fishing boat, an 
oncoming vehicle is believed to have crossed the line and 

caused a head on crash. Everyone was killed. My 
brother, his fishing partner and the other driver, 
all dead. I got the phone call early Sunday morn-
ing from my mother whose voice was convulsing 
with tears and agony to tell me that my brother 
was dead. It’s been very hard to understand and 
make sense of these events but it has caused us 
all to lean in closer to God.

As I write this it has been four months since 
the accident. We have all been affected greatly 
and in different ways. One of the things that has 
happened to me is my thoughts while I am driv-
ing have become fearful. For awhile, every time 
I met a vehicle on the highway I would cringe 
and worry that the driver may be distracted by 
a cell phone, falling asleep, or intoxicated and 
cross the line to kill my family and I. Every vehi-
cle I met would cause these fearful thoughts to go 
through my mind. The other drivers on the road 

were out of my control and thus a danger to me. Slowly I 
realized that I can’t live that way. I like to go places, I like 
to drive my race car, I like to take my family on vacation, 
I like to drive to church. If I let those fears rule over me I 
would simply have to stay home forever to avoid the risk 
of being in a car wreck.

This brings me to my conclusion about what risks do 
we as a free people have to be willing to take in order to 
live and enjoy our lives? Are we content with just staying 
alive? Or do we want more than that? Is it worth wear-
ing a mask and putting masks on our children’s beautiful 
faces against the odds that they may contract a virus that 
has been proven to be no danger to them? Is it worth the 
risk to our conscience and integrity to teach our children 
and ourselves that they shouldn’t be around those that 
have chosen not to get vaccinated? That those people are 
less than us? Does it help us feel better if we label them as 
anti-vaxxers when we talk negatively about them?

What does God say about all of this? How we treat 
each other? How we treat our neighbour? Friends, we 
can’t live this way. What will you do with your fear?
Respectfully,
Brian Taylor

What Will You Do With Your Fear?

By TJ Five onTwitter: @TJ_Five_

A
s an ordinary Canadian, I’ve always had reasons to 
be a little cautious about putting trust in politicians 
and bureaucrats. Frequently over-confident, often 

distant and unrelatable, almost always a little too slick 
and greasy. But in these past two years, I’ve seen you for 
what you are: simply unworthy of any trust. Here are just 
ten reasons why I don’t trust you (I could easily name ten 
more – heck, I’ll do just that later):
1. You didn’t look after residents of Long-Term Care 

Homes, even when the pandemic really started there 
and was concentrated in those homes.
Up to now, 80% (9,650 out of 11,970) of all Ontario 

Covid deaths have been of people aged 70 and older[i], 
with a disproportionate number of these being LTCH 
residents[ii]. You pretended that there was no graduated 
risk based primarily on age and health condition.
2. You didn’t differentiate between hospitalizations 

and deaths “with Covid” and “from Covid”. The dif-
ference is obviously important, and you ignored it 
until 2022. 
For the vast majority of cases, even a lay person with no 

training could correctly determine whether someone is in 
hospital “with Covid” or “from Covid”. If they are brought 
in with a gunshot wound, or following a car accident, or 
with bee stings all over their body, and you happen to run 
a PCR test that comes out positive for Covid, this is “with 
Covid”. Having Covid is not why they are in the hospital. 
And yet, all along, you have counted all such people as 
Covid hospitalizations and, if they died, as Covid deaths. 
This is blatantly dishonest and completely unnecessary – 
and to this day, no one has come clean to say how many 
hospitalizations and deaths were “with Covid”.
3. You continue to pretend that natural immunity does 

not exist.
Your vaccine passport scheme segregates people into 

two groups: “the vaccinated” and “the unvaccinated”, 
totally ignoring a third group: “the immune”, i.e., those 
who have had Covid and recovered. The corporate media 
plays along, pretending that natural immunity is a contro-
versial concept. Yet, natural immunity is one of the most 

basic elements of epidemiology. This indicates that you 
are not serious about the management of illness within a 
population nor about the prudent use of resources (i.e., by 
ignoring natural immunity, you force jabs on people who 
don’t need them, because they are immune).
4. You have pretended that the negative consequences 

of the policies you employed in response to Covid do 
not exist, or do not matter.
Unemployment, especially amongst poor and work-

ing class people, has been ignored. The decline in men-
tal health (resulting in depression and suicide), domestic 
and drug abuse, and child neglect and abuse that accom-
panies the economic impact of lockdown and the isola-
tion of lockdown have been ignored, dismissed or mini-
mized. As have all the developmental harms suffered by 
children. No serious consideration has been given to what 
it will take to recover the proper functioning of and trust 
in our social institutions – political parties, public health, 
police, teachers, doctors, courts, legislatures, sports codes, 
human rights bodies, etc.
5. You’ve been irrational and illogical.

If your mask works to stop the spread of Covid, then 

your mask works, and it doesn’t matter to your health 
whether I wear a mask or not. But if your mask doesn’t 
work to stop the spread of Covid, then just leave me 
alone—I refuse to join in your silliness. It’s like you insist-
ing that I also carry an umbrella to make sure that your 
umbrella protects you from the rain. The same goes for the 

vaccine: if it works, then it works and it protects you from 
Covid: good for you. But if it doesn’t work, why on earth 
should I take it too? And if it only sort-of works, for a lim-
ited time – again, why should I be manipulated / coerced / 
bribed / shamed into taking it? So, you’ve promoted plain-
ly illogical positions and attitudes in support of universal 
masking and vaccination. This means one of two things: 
either you are daft or your motives are suspect.
6. You have betrayed tens of thousands of dedicated 

health workers.
You have silenced and betrayed all those committed 

health professionals who willingly exposed themselves to 
significant risk throughout 2020 caring for Covid patients 
in hospitals. When there were no vaccines, you praised 
these workers as heroes; when the vaccines arrived, you 
forced vaccines on them against their choice and despite 
their immunity. Your attitude, in direct contrast to these 
workers, seems to be: “I’ll support whatever is convenient 
for me, and damn the human beings affected.”
7. You deliberately misrepresent information (in other 

words, you lie with data).
You continue to present misleading data, by categoriz-

ing people as “unvaccinated” who are hospitalized or die 
within 14 days of their first jab. This is especially dishon-
est now that it is clear that most adverse reactions to the 
jab occur within days following the jab, and that people 
are more susceptible to Covid immediately after getting 
the jab.
8. You have promoted bigotry and discrimination 

between groups of Canadians.
With the corporate media’s help, you are now scape-

goating an entire massive sub-population of Canadians, 
including thousands of health-workers, police officers, 
and ordinary working class people who exercise their right 
to bodily autonomy. You are blaming them as a group for 
a healthcare crisis, something that has never been done in 
the history of a free and fair Canada. Did you ever blame 
smokers, obese people, or drug addicts for taking up space 
in the healthcare system? (And what about all the vac-
cinated folks also taking up space in the same system?) 
Choosing to demonize these Canadians will not only 

10 Reasons Why I Don’t Trust You, Justin Trudeau

See, ‘Trudeau's’ p.7
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By Al Jacob

T
his is no conspiracy theory or coincidence, this is 
a puzzle put together from information available 
on online public domain.

Dear fellow Canadians, 
Please take a moment to read my story. In 1989 

December I was a freedom fighter in the Romanian 
revolution and now that the trucker convoy arrived in 
Ottawa, I will witness the second revolution here in 
Canada, where I emigrated for a better life. Not in my 
wildest dreams would I have been placing myself in 
the same situation where I was in 1989: Broken, all my 
rights infringed, dictated what to do and say, and forced 
to believe in things I didn’t.

 I compare Justin Trudeau with Nicolae Ceausescu 
because both of them treated people like ants, stepped 
on their pride, freedoms, beliefs and often spit them in 
the face with lies. 

 A couple days ago a video surfaced on the internet 
in which Klaus Schwab was praising Justin Trudeau 
while bragging about how Mr. Shwab’s people pene-
trated western governments and have slowly taken con-
trol of them. I took the time and did some digging and 
found all the pieces of the puzzle on one public website. 
Disturbing to find out how many politicians in JT’s cab-
inet are sharing Klaus Schwab’s “GREAT RESET” idea 
and are working tirelessly to achieve it.

Here are the facts from https://www.youngglobal-
leaders.org. I will copy and paste some text from this 
website so you can faster comprehend what is going on.

“Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman 
of the World Economic Forum, created the Forum of 
Young Global Leaders in 2004 to help the world meet 
increasingly complex and interdependent problems. 
His vision was to create a proactive multistakeholder 
community of the world’s next-generation leaders to 
inform and influence decision-making and mobilize 
transformation.”

The following Canadian people are named by Klaus 
Schwab’s organization and here is how you find them: 
https://www.younggloballeaders.org/community just 
type in the names you are interested in.
Jagmeet Singh

Leader, Canada’s New Democrats, New Democratic 
Party of Canada. He does not approve of the truckers 
demands because he is probably a true believer of the 
“GREAT RESET”. His name pops up on member’s page 
#79.
Chrystia Freeland

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, 
Office of the Deputy Prime Minister of Canada.
Karina Gould

Minister of Families, Children and Social 
Development, Employment and Social Development 
Canada.
François-Philippe Champagne

Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry, 
Innovation, Science and Economic Development 
Canada.

Ailish Campbell
Ambassador of Canada to the European Union, 

Global Affairs Canada.
Elissa Golberg

Assistant Deputy Minister for Strategic Policy, Global 
Affairs Canada.
Renée Maria Tremblay

Senior Counsel, Supreme Court of Canada. I am not 
accusing her of anything, just wondering where she is 
when our fundamental human rights are infringed by 
JT’s government?

As you can see there are some politicians in our 
government responsible for what is happening now in 
Ottawa and none of them had the courage to come out 
and face the Canadian nation before it was too late. 
Combing through this website you will find the glue 
that really fastens the puzzle pieces together.
Mark Zuckerberg

Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Meta
Vasudha Vats

Vice-President, Pfizer.
And the biggest piece of the puzzle!!!!!!!

Klaus Schwab Bragging About Infiltrating World 
Governments | The Great Reset WEF

www.youtube.com/watch?v=QU2Mzl0jAaE
Dear editor

I think the Canadian people and the trucker convoy 
have the right to know that these people in our govern-
ment and leadership have strong affiliation with Klaus 
Schwab and his interference with our life and future as 
a nation and as a country. I think whether you support 
or oppose what is going on in Canada, as journalists it 
is your duty to defend the interest of the nation, your 
brothers, sisters, mom’s and dad’s interests.

As we said back in Romania in 1989 to our soldiers, 
cops, fire fighters, doctors and nurses, secret service 
members, news and media outlets: “Watch out on which 
side of the barricade you are, the history books will 
remember you”.

 And let me finish with another Romanian saying: 
“there are good men, bad men and truckers; you can 
mess with the first two but not with the TRUCKERS”
With love and respect toward all Canadians,
Al Jacob

You Need To Know This!

Restaurant Owners Defy Lockdown Orders
By Tammy With

O
n January 3 the Ford government announced fur-
ther measures against Omicron, and once again 
the restaurant business was put to sleep; but in 

Lambton County, two business owners are very much 
awake.

Tom Stoukas, owner of Athena’s diner, has been fight-
ing for his business since the beginning of the pan-
demic. Opened only 3.5 months 
before the lockdowns began, 
Stoukas had managed to create 
a loyal customer base. Stoukas 
and his partner Krystal Roberts, 
planned to purchase the build-
ing after their first year of opera-
tions. Their business was thriv-
ing and they were in the early 
stages of hiring staff and plans 
to renovate.

When the initial lockdowns 
took effect in March, Stoukas 
followed the orders. He sat in 
lockdown for 5 months with no 
income other than the subsi-
dies offered by the federal gov-
ernment and the savings he had 
put together from their success with the diner. They were 
relieved when the orders were lifted, but lockdowns left a 
heavy toll on restaurants. “We went from a thriving busi-
ness, a part of the community, a place where people meet 
to…it’s a shell of itself”, says Stoukas.

Then came the vaccine passports. “I was following the 
rules, even though I didn’t really agree with them, but I 
was reaching my limit, and where I did was the vax pass.” 
says Stoukas. He continued to run his business as he had 
pre-pandemic. The business was one of only a handful of 
Lambton businesses that fought back against the pass-
ports. Soon Lambton Public Health was called to these 
businesses and they quickly stopped serving the unvacci-
nated, but not Stoukas. “I can’t stand for it. It’s not about 
the money, it’s about the principle.” says Stoukas. In the 4 
months following, Athena’s received 5 visits and 3 fines for 
$880 each under the reopening act.

The restaurant has since acquired a local following of 
like minded people looking for a place to call home. “We 
are fighting for freedom of choice and the charter of rights. 
People should have the right to choose what goes into 
their bodies”, says Roberts.

Then on January 3, the Ford government announced 
restaurants would only be permitted to serve custom-
ers on a take out basis, essentially putting the final nail in 
the coffin for many Ontario business owners. “Once the 
lockdown came I decided I didn’t want to do it because 
it’s bad for society, it’s bad for my employees health, my 
mental health.”, says Stoukas. For him, the impacts of 
the pandemic have already damaged his business. “I’m 
probably not going to survive. The only way is if over-
night they said no more lockdowns, no more vaxpass, 
open for business. But that has to happen like, tomor-
row”, says Stoukas.

On January 14 they received their sixth visit from 
Lambton Public Health, this time they were accompa-
nied by the Ministry of Labour and the local Police. The 
visit was in regards to the dining room being open in vio-
lation of the reopening act. Stoukas had the foresight to 
videotape the entire visit. In the video, Stoukas can be 

seen defending his diner as the member from Lambton 
Public Health threatens to lay charges if he does not 
comply immediately. “I used to be a businessman they 
came to for charity donations, now I’m a criminal”, says 
Stoukas.

Later that day Stoukas posted the video on facebook. 
Within hours the reaction from the public both near 
and far was overwhelming. By Saturday he was receiv-
ing phone calls from places like Ottawa and British 
Columbia from people who wanted to lend their support. 

“People say, how can I support 
you? I say spread the word. I 
want people to share with the 
person next to them that this is 
wrong and I think more people 
are doing that,” says Stoukas. 
“Open your doors, stand up. 
The more that stand togeth-
er, the more people that open 
their doors and say enough 
is enough, the better.” adds 
Roberts.

Since the video sur-
faced, Athena’s business has 
been reignited, possibly even 
enough to save the business.

West of Petrolia, on 
Aamjiwaang First Nation, 

Sherry Stewart, owner of The Leaky Tank has been fight-
ing a similar battle.

In business for 22 years, The Leaky Tank has shown 
resistance since the beginning. Shortly after defying the 
initial lockdown orders in March of 2020, Stewart was 
shut down by Lambton Public Health. “I went home 
with my tail between my legs for a couple of weeks. I felt 
like the lord was talking to me, like really Sherry, this is 
all the faith you have in me. So I opened back up. They 
came back a few weeks later and threatened me with a 
$100,000 fine but ended up giving me a warning,” says 
Stewart.

Since then, Stewart has used her restaurant as a plat-
form to fight for freedom. “They can’t take away our free-
doms, we can only give them away, and fear is the cata-
lyst to do so,” she says.

During the fall election, Stewart lent her voice to the 
PPC, encouraging people to vote for a government dedi-
cated to the people. Stewart herself has also shown an 
interest in politics, “I am probably going to run for coun-
cil on this reserve, and I am going to gather people who 
are like minded because we need to take the majority of 
council and we need to take this place back because the 
government is trampling on our sovereign rights,” says 
Stewart.

Like Stoukas, Stewart received a visit on January 3. 
She, too, took video of the altercation and posted it to 
social media. Within hours her page was filled with sup-
port from around the globe. “Our video has reached 
nearly 2 million views. We had a soldier call from Hawaii 
yesterday to say he is just so impressed with this place, 
and that people like us are the reason he keeps fighting,” 
says Stewart.

Stewart is asking other restaurants and small busi-
ness owners to join the fight. “I wish people would just 
open their dining rooms and not discriminate. If they 
push back, we are either going to see what happens in the 
courts or we are going to be victorious under the Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms,” says Stewart.

Stock Photo: Shutterstock
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By Susan Mutch

“T
HE SKY IS FALLING, THE SKY IS FALLING!” 
“Our planet is doomed!” Climate alarmists 
have been busy beating this doomsday drum 

for some years now. “Humans are the problem! And don’t 
forget those cows, those methane-belching cows!”

After the powers-that-be wring out all of the fear and 
control they can with their covid ruse, do not be surprised 
if climate alarmists escalate to fever pitch. After all, the 
elites have more work to do to destroy industry, make 
you poor, and maintain the fear factor for control over the 
populace. Mainstream media will be 
sure to provide the heightened climate 
propaganda. 
The UN’s Alarmists

The United Nations, et al, have been 
endeavouring for years to shape the 
public mind into believing that plan-
et Earth is endangered due to human-
caused global warming. But let us 
understand that variation in climate is 
perfectly normal. Some global warming 
advocates would have you to believe 
that it was only after the start of the 
industrial revolution when man started 
burning fossil fuels that the world’s cli-
mate was affected, but the mere pres-
ence of a change in climate is not evi-
dence of man-made global warming.1 
In fact, between 1910 and 1940, there 
was a warming trend resembling that 
of today–and it was not caused by fos-
sil fuels in industry, for little existed. 
Carbon dioxide emissions cannot be 
blamed here! Dr. Judith Curry, a well-
known climatologist, declares that 
the warming then observed had to be 
caused by natural factors. “None of the 
climate models used by [the alarmist] scientists now 
working for the United Nations can explain this older 
trend. Nor can these models explain why the climate sud-
denly cooled between 1950 and 1970, giving rise to wide-
spread warnings about the onset of a new ice age. I recall 
magazine covers of the late 1960s or early 1970s depict-
ing the planet in the grip of an annihilating deep freeze. 
According to a group of scientists, we faced an apocalyp-
tic environmental scenario—but the opposite of the cur-
rent one.”2

False Claims
Alarmists would have you to believe that “global sea 

levels are rising as a result of human-caused global warm-
ing, with recent rates being unprecedented…” Dr. Curry’s 
response? “Sea level is rising, but this has been gradually 
happening since the 1860s. We don’t yet observe any sig-
nificant acceleration of this process in our time.” “Here 
again, one must consider the possibility that the causes 
for rising sea levels are partly or mostly natural.”3

NASA claims that the western U.S.A. is experiencing 
more frequent wildfires, and that they are bigger, more 
severe, and more destructive, with 15 of the 20 most 
destructive wildfires in California history occurring with-
in the past decade. But the U.S. National Interagency Fire 
Center (NIFC) reports data on U.S. wildfires back as far as 
1926. Their data showed the number of acres burned is 
far less now than it was throughout the early 20th centu-
ry, and that wildfires are far less frequent and severe than 
was the case throughout the first half of the 20th century 
(see chart below). Interestingly, in March 2021, data prior 
to 1983 was removed from the site. 4

In Dr. S. Fred Singer’s book Hot Talk, Cold Science, he 
shows that the alarming global warming scenarios have 
no scientific basis. He reveals facts, including the follow-
ing:

CO2 has not caused temperatures or sea levels to rise 
beyond historical rates.

Severe storms, heat waves, and droughts have not 
increased in frequency or intensity since 1970.

Coral reefs are not being harmed by climate change.
Alarmist climate scientists have hidden their raw tem-

perature data and deleted emails, then undermined the 
peer-review system to squelch debate.

In sum, Dr. Singer declared there is no climate crisis 
resulting from human activities and no such threat on the 
horizon.
A Political Agenda?

Dr. Curry resigned due to the dubious climate science 
serving a political project. “A person must not like capi-
talism or industrial development and should favor world 
government rather than nations.” “The doctrine of climate 
change has so overshadowed the science of climatology” 
that numbers of respected scientists are walking away 

from the craziness, believing that “the alarmism on this 
issue is unwarranted.” 5

Dr. Curry decries a political agenda against industrial 
development and favouring a world government. What 
do these have to do with climate change? Is there more 
to the narrative than what meets the eye? Economist and 
founder of the World Economic Forum (WEF), Klaus 
Schwab, seems to allude to such in his book, The Great 
Reset: “If, in the post-pandemic era, we decide to resume 
our lives just as before (by driving the same cars, by flying 
to the same destinations, by eating the same things, by 
heating our house the same way, and so on), the COVID-

19 crisis will have gone to waste as far as climate policies 
are concerned.”6 COVID-19 and climate policies. COVID-
19 “a waste” unless we use less fossil fuels? Are we seeing a 
step one, step two program—one that has nothing to with 
either health or weather?

The director-general of the World Health Organization 
(WHO), Dr. Tedros, would like for you to believe that cli-
mate change is causing new diseases: “As man-made cli-
mate change has taken hold over the last four decades, 
dozens of new infectious diseases have emerged or begun 
to threaten new regions, including Zika and Ebola.” They 
would now add coronavirus to that list to try to fur-
ther convince us that “these outbreaks would continue 
to occur until human beings ceased and desisted from 
spewing gazillions of carbon particles into the atmo-
sphere.” 

Were these claims true, why did the many world lead-
ers attending the climate summit in Glasgow, Scotland 
opt to fly in their private jets, “spewing gazillions of car-
bon particles”? And why did this same crew go with-
out masks and social distancing at the G7 meeting in 
Cornwall, England? Do we have hypocrites pushing the 
covid and climate change stories? Apparently, they don’t 
believe their own dogma.
Censorship

Those who have done their homework know that both 
the covid and climate change narratives have no sci-
ence to prove their claims. And with both, any dissent-
ers—despite having the true science in hand—are vilified 
and censored. Scientists daring to question the United 
Nations’ consensus on human-caused global warming 
can expect to be ostracized from the scientific commu-
nity, as are scientists and medical professionals oppos-
ing the covid narrative. When governments and their 
“experts” close the door to any scrutiny, thinking people 
should take note. Something other than science lurks 
behind the rhetoric.
From Covid to the Fourth Industrial Revolution?

The purpose of the covid and climate scare-mon-
gering is actually connected—locking down the econ-
omy (particularly the middle class) and chang-
ing the fundamental way we work, live, and interact 
with others.7 Think not that this is for our well- 
being, the toll of human suffering from the covid lock 
downs being proof enough.

“Coronavirus can trigger a new industrial revolution. 
The disease could be the shock we need to harness new 
technology and new ways of working.” Ed Conway, The 
Times. Mr. Conway seems to have a technocratic dream 
for the future. Perhaps he read Klaus Schwab’s book, The 
Fourth Industrial Revolution.

“The coronavirus stymies the forces that have been 
generating greenhouse gases for decades…The rational 

response for any country determined to prevent loss of 
life is to follow China’s lead and lock down their economy 
to stem its spread.”

Lock down the economy to save lives? Watch your 
step, folks! Slippery propaganda slope ahead.
The Chief Culprit?

It has been said that CO2 is the chief culprit for cli-
mate change and that “carbon emissions need to be 
reduced in order to avoid an apocalyptic climate crisis. 
This is perhaps the biggest lie of our era, supported by 
the pseudoscience of highly political, unelected organi-
zations, such as the IPCC and other NGOs. The notion 

that CO2…is inherently problematic 
is not only false, but it is being wea-
ponized against humanity itself.” Far 
from being a villain, CO2 is our friend. 
Carbon dioxide is naturally occurring 
and is a building block to life on earth.

“Plants cannot live without CO2 
and man cannot live without plants…
Without an atmosphere containing 
greenhouse gasses (GHGs) the earth 
could not support life. Carbon dioxide 
is one of the atmospheric gases that 
help moderate earth’s temperature. 
Furthermore…the agricultural indus-
try…intentionally increase CO2 up to 
ten times its normal concentration 
to encourage plant growth in green-
houses…Plants need CO2 to exist…
There is far greater danger in lower-
ing the CO2 level, than in increasing 
the level. 

“According to climatologists, water 
vapor and clouds account for about 
60 to 95% of the GHG effect, while 
CO2 has a much smaller effect…
Climatologists who are pushing the 
global warming agenda are focusing 

on a minor GHG component and ignoring the major con-
tributors to the GHG effect—water vapor, and clouds.”8

Dr. Fred Singer notes that many proposed “solutions” 
to the global warming “crisis”—like carbon taxes (more 
money out of your pocket)—would have severe conse-
quences for economically disadvantaged groups and 
nations.
Weather Stability Promised

The scare-mongers have been busy for a long time 
with their doomsday predictions for planet Earth. After 
all, the threat of rising sea levels and scorching heat 
parching agricultural land ought to compel the fearful vic-
tims of propaganda to surrender their thriving industries 
along with what is left of their freedoms and rights. But 
fear not. God has promised us a relatively stable climate 
in this post-Flood world:

While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and 
cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day and night 
shall not cease. Genesis 8:22.

The powers-that-be pushing climate change depend 
on your ignorance and blind compliance to ensure suc-
cess for their agenda—as is the case with covid. They 
hope for your continued addiction to mainstream media, 
their propaganda mouthpiece designed to rivet you with 
fear, make you compliant, and convert you to warriors for 
their evil cause. Unplug and detox! The covid and climate 
boogeymen would soon disappear. 

Future generations will wonder in bemused amazement 
that the early 21st century’s developed world went into 
hysterical panic over a globally averaged temperature 
increase of a few tenths of a degree, and, on the basis of 
gross exaggerations of highly uncertain computer projec-
tions combined into implausible chains of inference, pro-
ceeded to contemplate a roll-back of the industrial age.

Richard Lindzen,
Atmospheric Physicist

I’ve often heard it said that there’s a consensus of thou-
sands of scientists on the global warming issue and that 
humans are causing a catastrophic change to the climate 
system. Well, I am one scientist, and there are many that 
simply think that is not true.

John Christy, 
PhD Atmospheric Science

Scientists who dissent from the alarmism have seen their 
grant funds disappear, their work derided, and them-
selves libeled as industry stooges, scientific hacks or 
worse. Consequently, lies about climate change gain cre-
dence even when they fly in the face of the science that 
supposedly is their basis. 

Richard Lindzen, 
Atmospheric Physicist

Climate Change – A Crisis Or An Agenda?

See, ‘From Covid’ p.7
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By Spencer Fernando

B
eing forced to pay for a propaganda network that 
has become a parody of itself is another reason CBC 
must be DEFUNDED!

When a ‘news’ network starts to resemble something 
from The Onion and becomes what appears to be a paro-
dy of itself, you can be sure that it has long passed its ‘best 
before date.’

And so it is with the CBC.
For years, CBC ratings have been horrendous, even as 

they gobble up more and more of our taxpayer dollars.
Why would CBC get more and more money even as 

they fail?
Because it’s not about ‘success’ in any business sense 

of the term.
Instead, it’s about the desire of Justin Trudeau and stat-

ist politicians to have a state propaganda outlet that they 
can use to introduce the most absurd narratives into the 
public sphere, while attempting to hide behind a veneer 
of ‘legitimacy.’

And what has Justin Trudeau gotten for all the taxpayer 
money he took from us and gave to CBC?

This:

CBC is attempting to make people think that Russia is 
behind the convoy, due to Canada’s policies in Ukraine.

Think about that for a moment.
The CBC really expects people to believe that instead 

of real Canadians standing up against government over-
reach, the convoy represents nothing except Russian influ-

ence?
They expect people to believe this, even as we can all 

see the Canadians of all backgrounds who are expressing 
their support for the convoy.

It is insanity.
What is CBC really trying to do here?

Let’s consider the agenda behind CBC’s claims, because 
it wasn’t just a throwaway line or a mistake.

CBC is trying to do a few things here:
First, they are trying to delegitimize the protest itself. 

Justin Trudeau tried claiming the protest was ‘small’ and a 
‘fringe group,’ claims which have been completely refuted 
by the size of the convoy and the many Canadians of all 
backgrounds supporting it. So, now that Trudeau’s claims 
have been proven wrong, CBC is trying to pivot to under-
mine the whole thing itself.

Secondly, CBC is trying to play on the fact that many 
Canadians watch US news, and are thus primed by net-
works like CNN to blame anything they don’t like on 
Russia. Even after the Russia collusion narrative against 
Trump fell apart, many people still remain locked in that 
false mindset, and CBC is taking advantage of that.

Third, CBC is trying to polarize the country. Similar to 
how Trudeau always speaks in the most condescending 

and arrogant manner, demonizes the convoy, 
and completely dismisses the views of those 
who disagree with him, CBC is trying to divide 
Canadians.

Both Trudeau and CBC (is there really a dif-
ference at this point), use the tactic of dividing 
people and then claiming that anyone angered 
by those tactics is to blame for the divisive-

ness. While the message of the convoy is about bringing 
Canadians together and standing up for our rights and 
freedoms, the message pushed by Trudeau and CBC is 
about demonizing Canadian Citizens, and continuing to 
‘justify’ draconian restrictions on our rights and freedoms.
DEFUND CBC!

CBC fails to get strong 
ratings, and when people 
do watch they are subjected 
to divisive propaganda that 
does the bidding of the fed-

eral government and the Liberals.
All of that would be fine, if CBC was funded by those 

who chose to fund them.
But, as with all statists, CBC and the Liberals don’t feel 

we should have that choice.
Instead, they force us to fund them by taking our tax 

dollars and giving them to CBC without our consent.
The more of our tax dollars they take, the more they 

will continue to serve the interests of the Liberals to the 
detriment of the rest of the country, since the Liberals are 
the ones who keep giving our money away to prop the 
CBC up.

Think about it this way: Those who support the freedom 
convoy are being demonized as tools of Russia by CBC, even 
as they are forced to fund CBC.

That is a disgrace.
As a believer in free speech, CBC has every right to say 

what they want and push whatever perspective they want, 
but that only applies if they are funded through choice, 
rather than through coercion.
Copying authoritarian states

That coercion has been what politicians like Trudeau 
and many provincial premiers have used to try and get 
their way, using state power and taking away rights and 
freedoms.

In that way, they have moved Canada closer and closer 
to being an authoritarian state, rather than the free coun-
try we are supposed to be.

And, as I noted on Twitter, it’s quite ironic that the CBC 
is trying to claim the convoy is a result of foreign influence, 
since that’s the exact argument that authoritarian states 
like to use whenever anyone pushes back against them:

“The irony is this is exactly what 
authoritarian governments claim 
about every protest. It’s always a for-
eign country to blame. Interesting to 
see CBC fully embrace the role of state-
propagandist.”
You can’t be a free country and 
have a state-run propaganda outlet

While CBC’s attempt to claim 
Russia is behind the convoy is laugh-
able in its absurdity and desperation, 
it is also dangerous, because it shows 
the attitude that exists in the CBC and 
in the government.

Remember, this is the same gov-
ernment that is trying to censor the 
internet and expand government 
control over what we can and can’t 
say, read, and listen to. They are clear-
ly emulating authoritarian states, try-
ing to demonize and silence their 
critics and use every opportunity to 
expand their power at the expense of 
our freedom.

Canada can never really be a free 
country if we are forced to give our tax dollars to a state 
propaganda outlet that demonizes Canadian Citizens and 
seeks to push the narrative of the government.

This is why, for the good of our nation, CBC must be 
defunded, and—if it exists in any form—must be made to 
rely only on voluntary contributions, not our tax dollars.

Canadians must have the right to freely pick and 
choose which outlets and organizations we support, rath-
er than having statist politicians impose their own malign 
will over our own freedom.
Originally published at SpencerFernando.com

Recent data and research supports the 
importance of natural climate variabil-
ity and calls into question the conclusion 
that humans are the dominant cause of 
recent climate change.

Judith Curry,
PhD Geophysical Sciences

I am a skeptic…Global warming has 
become a new religion…Global warm-
ing is Pseudoscience. You begin with a 
hypothesis—usually one which is very 
appealing to you and then you only look 
for things that confirm that hypothesis. 

You don’t look for other things.
The climate has always changed.

Professor Ivar Giaever,
Nobel Laureate Physicist

Notes
1. https://answersresearchjournal.org/bible-sci-

ence-global-warming/
2. https://www.city-journal.org/global-warming
3. https://www.city-journal.org/global-warming
4. https://everythingclimate.org/increase-in-u-s-

wildfires-due-to-climate-change/
5. https://www.city-journal.org/global-warming
6. Klaus Schwab, COVID-19: The Great Reset, p. 142
7. https://www.corbettreport.com/coronavirus-

and-climate-change-propagandawatch/
8. https://answersresearchjournal.org/bible-sci-

ence-global-warming/

Send In The Clowns:  
CBC Tries Claiming Russia Is Behind Freedom Convoy

From Covid to the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution?
Continued from p.6

make them even less likely to comply with 
your tyranny, it will also lead us all down a 
very dark path of persecution that we will 
all regret.
9. You support censorship.

You think that I don’t have the intelli-
gence and good sense to listen to differing 
points of view and make up my own mind 
about my own health. You have the arro-
gance to think that you can treat me like a 
child, deciding what I will hear and what I 
will see and be able to decide about. When 
prominent and credible Canadian organi-
zations and individuals with solid medical 
professional credentials have spoken out 
against the mainstream Covid narrative, 
you have sided with their persecutors and 
censors.
10. You do not respect my bodily autonomy.

Apparently you would respect my right 
to carve up my own body, to take harm-
ful and illegal drugs, to smoke, to over-eat 
or under-eat (all of which could lead to 
me “taking up a hospital bed”, of course), 
to kill another human being (through 
abortion), even to kill myself (through 
euthanasia or suicide); and yet somehow 
you have decided—in a liberal western 
democracy, no less—that I have no right 
to say “NO” to a drug treatment. Even 
obscure international organizations like 
the United Nations would disagree with 
you. My individual circumstances and 
medical condition do not matter to you, 
given your arbitrary decree that exemp-
tions will be “infrequent”. By your blanket 
mandates, you have completely broken 
the trust of the patient–doctor relationship 
that is supposed to be protected, private 
and personal.

Trudeau's Intergrity In Question, 
Yet Again!
Continued from p.4
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By Pat Keating

I 
would like to take this opportunity to mention a 
few comparative examples of current and historical 
events that might widen the readers’ perspective with 

regard to today’s coronaviruses and the resulting vaccine 
mandates.

I am not an accomplished writer and 
will therefore present my thoughts in point 
form in order to keep this article as short 
and simple as possible.
1. The military involvement of wealthy 

western nations over the last number 
of decades in the Middle East has been 
presented to its citizens by political 
leaders, military experts, and main-
stream media platforms as necessary 
for world peace, stability and the safe-
ty of its citizens from militant terror-
ists. Similar to today’s pandemic cover-
age; overwhelming mainstream media 
coverage using images, slogans, rheto-
ric, dogma and commentary has been 
used to justify these military actions 
which have resulted in the expendi-
ture of trillions of dollars in tax payers 
money. Those of us who questioned 
these actions and the mainstream nar-
rative are sometimes regarded as igno-
rant, subversive and unpatriotic. We have been told 
to ‘support the troops’ and venerate the ‘frontline 
heroes’. We are also told by the authorities and 
experts that the actions taken, with the resulting col-
lateral damage, are unfortunate but necessary. These 
countries are now seemingly worse off than before. 
Vast sums of taxpayers money have ended up in the 
hands of a few multinational military and industrial 
corporations. Instead of roads, hospitals, housing, 
community centres, power generating infrastruc-
ture etc. being created, many have been bombed 
and destroyed. Now we are no more secure than 
before. In fact we are less secure, with more people 
who are angry and radicalized because of the deaths 
and destruction caused. Sometimes fear, whether 
real or perceived, makes societies react in negative, 
destructive and nonsensical ways. This seems to be 
similar to some of the actions taken in response to 
this current pandemic. Maybe the money and public 
resources devoted to weapons etc. could have been 
used at home and abroad to invest in hospitals and 
critical infrastructure in preparation of our grow-
ing populations of sick and elderly. This would have 
helped mitigate the health crisis we have today.

2. The development and implementation of antibiot-
ics. This has been a game changer in modern day 
medicine, helping to prevent injury and death due 
to microbial infections with seemingly little adverse 
risk. The effectiveness of antibiotics has led to wide-
spread use and sometimes overuse in both humans 
and animals. One such example is the well docu-
mented overprescribing of antibiotics by doctors to 
their patients as a ‘cure all’ measure for many ail-
ments. Another example is the overuse of antibiotics 
for profit, in intensive commercial livestock settings 
to promote animal growth through the prevention of 
microbial disease. This overuse has led to the emer-
gence of antibiotic resistant ‘superbugs’ which have 
caused a host of problems and complications, cost-
ing society dearly. Can we compare this overuse to 
the possible overuse of vaccines as a ‘cure all’ for 
infectious diseases? It should be noted that children 
growing up in Ontario during the 1970’s and early 
1980’s received a total of 22 vaccine doses for the pre-
vention of infectious diseases as compared to now 
(2020 ‘pre covid’) where children receive 66 vaccine 
doses by the time they are 18. Antibiotics are ‘good’. 
More antibiotics are not necessarily ‘better’. Vaccines 
are ‘good’. Are more vaccines necessarily ‘better’? 
May there be unforeseen negative consequences?

3. The development and introduction of semi-syn-
thetic and synthetic opioids. Another medical tech-
nology which seemed at first to be a panacea in the 
treatment of both chronic and acute pain. Large 
pharmaceutical companies developed, heavily mar-
keted and promoted these new drugs downplaying 
the potential risks. Medical doctors embraced these 
drugs, prescribing them and in many cases over 
prescribing them. In recent years it has come to be 
understood that these drugs have significant poten-
tial in creating strong mental and physical addiction 
as well as the risk of death or injury due to overdose. 
This has caused a huge expense to society, put-

ting a large strain on an already fragile health sys-
tem. Further legal investigations have exposed some 
pharmaceutical companies with the manipulation 
and obfuscation of data under the guise of propri-
etary information. This is not an isolated scenario. 
Large pharmaceutical corporations have been inves-
tigated and convicted by judicial bodies worldwide 

for withholding and manipulating data, sometimes 
many years later after the damage to society has 
been done. All in the name of profit and competitive 
advantage. Does the public at present have access 
to all the data regarding these current vaccines? No. 
We have enough data which has been studied by 
medical scientists and specialists worldwide raising 
legitimate questions and concerns as to their safety, 
efficacy, and necessity, disregarding any far fetched 
conspiracy theories.

4. Macintyre powder. This has been in the local news 
lately. It is an aluminum and aluminum oxide pow-
der that was administered (inhaled) by miners 
between 1943 and 1979. It was thought to prevent 
silicosis among miners. For many it was mandated 

by their employers as necessary for their health and 
safety. Only later was it discovered to have no protec-
tive effect and in fact results in an increased risk of 
Parkinson’s disease and possibly other neurological 
diseases. The studies are ongoing. The possible com-
parisons to vaccine mandates speak for themselves 
in my opinion.

5. I could continue with many other exam-
ples of drugs and medical treatments that 
at first seemed only beneficial with lit-
tle adverse risk (ie. thalidomide, some 
implants, negative reactions to multiple 
drug use etc.) only later to be recognized as 
causing unforeseen harm many years later 
after exposure to large segments of the pop-
ulation, especially to the sick and elderly.

In conclusion with the above examples 
in mind, it seems to me that one of the main 
underlying themes of advanced societies 
is: the few and powerful disproportion-
ately control and shape the perspectives 
and actions/reactions of the many, often 
for their own benefit. This is done by vari-
ous means including the use and control of 
public resources, the control of information 
by media including books, newspapers, 
and digital platforms. Some of us have dif-
ficulty believing those in positions of power 
both public and private would offer noth-

ing but the absolute truth concerning important issues 
of the day. I believe it is incumbent on the individual to 
question everything presented to us in society. Be curi-
ous. Be critical. Exercise your intellect through the pur-
suit of knowledge. This might help make for a better soci-
ety in my opinion. Sometimes what at first may seem to 
be a clear cut issue is in fact more complex and nuanced. 
I hope this letter helps the reader widen his or her per-
spective and to understand/ empathize with those of 
us who choose not to participate in this current vaccine 
regime. Instead, choosing a healthy diet and lifestyle and 
if necessary, undertaking successful and well document-
ed therapies in the event of contracting these ever mutat-
ing corona viruses.
Respectfully, Pat Keating. Tehkummah 

A More Comprehensive Perspective Please

By Kuen Chow

D
irectly from the Black’s 
Law ‘legalese’ dictionary. 
Illegitimate “authority” and 

man’s “law” entrapment language 101: 
Definitions taken from the attached 
link and key words
Mandatory

“The action of mandamus [Latin 
for mandatory, “We command”] is 
one, brought in a court of competent 
jurisdiction, to obtain an older of such 
court commanding an inferior tribu-
nal, board, corporation, or person to 
do or not to do an act the performance 
or omission of which the law enjoins as 
a duty resulting from an office, trust, or 
station. Where discretion is left to the 
inferior tribunal or person, the man-
damus can only compel it to act, but cannot control such 
discretion.”

Did you read that correctly? By legalese definition, 
YOU are INFERIOR to the arbitrary “laws” of the state. I 
thought the government and it’s agencies worked for us? 
I thought they’re supposed to protect our sovereignty?

A mandate is a LEGAL act to compel, NOT LAWFUL 
and “CANNOT control such discretion”...

Discretion: “Individual choice or judgment”
Translation...
The state and their agencies can try to compel you to 

do something, but unless you give them consent, they 
CANNOT take further action, by their own definition.

Just because someone in “authority” tries to com-
mand you, you have a choice. A mandate isn’t a law and 
doesn’t require your participation. Wearing a mask or 
getting injected is a choice...

IT IS NOT LAW OR LAWFUL
Legal and lawful are NOT the same...
You are complying with arbitrary legal acts that have 

no power or lawful standing
Any police officer handing out fines, demanding to 

see your exemption, escorting you off the premises, hold-
ing you under duress or ANY other compelling act/com-

mand are all UNLAWFUL acts/commands and have NO 
real power

• You do NOT need to show exemption
• You do NOT need to pay unlawful fines
• You do NOT need to cooperate
Policing is supposed to be done via consent, so they 

can’t do a damn thing without it... They only get away 
with what they do because you’re ill informed and don’t 
know how to deal with them...

It is YOUR duty as a sovereign citizen to not com-
ply with unlawful acts of an unlawful government and 
unlawful police. It’s YOUR duty to stop complying with 
tyrants that have ZERO clue about the “laws” they are 
enforcing.

• Language matters
• Consent matters
• Constitutional and Common Laws matter
• Natural Law is the source of your rights and common 

law is the enactment and protection of your natural rights
• Rights matter
• Freedom matters
• Cherish it and fight for it...
• When are you going to start being brave and stop 

complying with tyranny...?

https://thelawdictionary.org/mandatory/

What Is Mandatory?
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By StandUpCanada.solutions

S
tand Up Canada’s mandate of empowering Canadians 
to stand up for themselves, goes far beyond the legal 
realm. We fundamentally understand that if people 

are not well emotionally or physically, they will not be able 
to stand up for themselves, in any context.

Mental health issues are at an all time high in Canada. 
Suicide rates have skyrocketed. Eating disorders in chil-
dren and teens have increased by 30%! 

Think lockdowns still work?
The painful reality is that we are divided in 

our hearts, homes and communities thanks to 
lockdown measures. This divisiveness is caused 
by social isolation, loneliness, disconnection, 
“us vs them” mentality (binary thinking), anger 
and fear.

Make no mistake about this. Being cut off from 
your family and friends is extremely detrimen-
tal to your health in every sense. As Canadians, 
we are all at great risk of losing our love for one 
another if we don’t do something about this, and 
fast.

We couldn’t stand by and do nothing about 
this. So, we collaborated with retired MD J. Barry 
Engelhardt, who also has a Masters in bioethics 
to address this problem. 

We created a conversational video series 
called “House Calls: From Confusion to Clarity”. 
This series contains 18 short, insightful and eye-
opening conversations about important subjects that 
many of us are facing today.
FEAR – ETHICS – VACCINE MANDATES – CONCERNS & 
CONFUSIONS – CRITICAL THINKING – FOLLOW-THE-
SCIENCE

This video series addresses the mental health issue 
in two ways. First, this series speaks to any true concerns 
you may have about many of the covid issues, allying any 
fear you or your loved one may be experiencing. Second, 
these videos are meant to be shared with anyone in your 
life where you have strained or broken relationships due to 
polarized views over covid. 

These are not sensationalized conversations. Rather, 
they are calm and inviting conversations between two 
people discussing concerns that all of us share, no matter 
what side of the fence we may be on.

We truly hope these insightful and eye-opening con-
versations will bring people from confusion to clarity and 
nudge friends and families a little closer together. We 
could all use this right now.
Video Topics with Description
Introduction

Introduction to video series - conversations between 
Paula Tucci and J. Barry Engelhardt MD (retired), CCFP, 
MHSc (bioethics). 

We recommend you watch the segment on Ethics to 
help deepen your understanding on other topics dis-
cussed, particularly Vaccine Mandates.
Exploring Fear Part 1

Fight or flight and binary thinking/reacting (right vs 
wrong). Dangers of polarized thinking and behaviour. We 
need to shift from binary to spectrum (shades of grey) to 
stop the divisiveness - to talk about our differences. 
Exploring Fear Part 2

Analogy of fear in relation to pandemic. Gov’t using 
precautionary principle. Binary thinking/reacting (right 
or wrong). Fear is always a driving factor in binary reac-
tions. We need to move from binary thinking/reacting to 
a spectrum of possibilities. Fight or flight. Turning into a 
debate culture. 
Exploring Fear Part 3

Leaders using language to divide people/society. Many 
types of fears. Fear of losing traditions, jobs, previous 
lifestyles, finances, sense of self, relationships. Loss and 
mourning. We need to fix this before it’s too late. Fear sells 
= big busine$$. Science and democracy need differenc-
es in order to thrive. Need respectful dialogue. Impact on 
mental health - children impacted most. 
Where’s the Ethics? Part 1

Ethics not really addressed in pandemic. Ethics is 
based on values = how we treat other people. Golden rule 
- treat others as you would like to be treated. All “codes” 
were developed over the years of how to treat one another 
- ethical in nature. Hammurabi Code of Babylon, Hebrew 
Ten Commandments, Roman and Greek laws that formed 
much of our present legal system, Magna Carta, American 
Constitution, Nuremberg Code and Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms.
Where’s the Ethics? Part 2

Rights and obligations need to be reciprocal. Rights of 
the collective should not trample that of the individual. 
How much can society demand of any given individual 
to accept risk, harm or loss of freedom, purely to protect 
society?

Where’s the Ethics? Part 3
If society has the right to protect itself and obligate an 

individual to accept certain risks or harms or limitations 
on freedoms, then it must make a valid moral argument 
for doing so. And any rule must have exceptions. Anytime 
in history when we have not had compassion, or roboti-
cally applied a rule, things go south in a very bad way. 
Nuremberg is a major example. Nuremberg Trials were 
created because of horrific abuses during World War II 
in Nazi Germany. North America is not immune to such 
behaviour - the 40-year Tuskegee Syphilis Study (1930’s to 

1970’s) in the USA, involved depriving black men of treat-
ment (penicillin) for syphilis.
Where’s the Ethics? Part 4

Most stringent measure implemented in a pandem-
ic has been vaccination. Issues discussed with concerns 
about these medical interventions - new gene technolo-
gies. Questions on safety and efficacy due to “warp-speed” 
creation. Efficacy waning on these medical interventions, 
which explains booster shots.
Vaccine Mandates Part 1

No medical intervention against any coronavirus; 
mRNA brand-new technology never used before; short 
time-span of releasing medical intervention; normal pro-
cedure is to do a risk-stratification process. Issues with 
mandates for essential workers and in particular to nurs-
es. Vaccinate or terminate is unethical and immoral. Front 
line hero’s being asked to forgo their own safety concerns. 
Have we lost our moral compass as Canadians? 
Vaccine Mandates Part 2

Discussing the Nuremberg Code which deals with 
medical experimentation and how this relates to the cur-
rent clinical trials happening now. Voluntary consent is 
absolutely essential. Nuremberg Code arose out of experi-
mentation on people during World War II without their 
consent, which was deemed as Crimes Against Humanity. 

Discussing Charter sections 1, 2 and 7.
Vaccine Mandates & Children Part 3

Ethics and risks - particularly to children. Studies in 
2000 were not done on children, pregnant women or peo-
ple with auto-immune disease. Children were not get-
ting sick or dying from this virus. They pose no risk for 
getting or transmitting this virus. Concerns with the new 
and untested technology for these medical interventions. 
If children are not getting any benefit from this medical 
intervention, they are doing it for the benefit of adults. 
They are essentially functioning like human shields. A 

grandfather’s perspective.
Concerns & Confusions Part 1

We highlight the many areas of concerns and 
confusion in the pandemic that happened out-
side of Canada at first.
Concerns & Confusions Part 2

We address the major concerns and confu-
sion that happened in Canada. Items of incon-
sistencies addressed.
Critical Thinking

Understanding the following concepts can 
help with critical thinking: You may not know 
or realize what you don’t know. Harm can hap-
pen if you simply do not know about something. 
Your experiences can dictate your thinking and 
make you biased. There is no such thing as 
being 100% safe. Risk must not be binary – needs 
to be looked at as a spectrum. Context really is 
everything.
Follow the Science Part 1 – The Basics

In order to “follow the science” we need to first explore 
what this phrase means. What exactly is science? And what 
are we following? Science is not just knowledge; it is a pro-
cess of discovery.
Follow the Science Part 2 – Bias

Understanding the Basics from Part 1, we look at how 
Bias is unavoidable and how it is affecting our ability to 
do science in the pandemic. Bias = to some degree, we all 
see what we want to see, we see what we already believe 
to be true.
Follow the Science Part 3 – Harms vs Benefits

Building on the understanding from the Basics in Part 
1, to understanding how Bias affects our ability to do sci-
ence in Part 2, we now look at Harms vs Benefits. No room 
for dogmatic thinking or character attacks in science. 
Science is not about beliefs or consensus. 
Follow the Science Part 4 – Medical Science

Final segment, building on the new understanding 
from Part 1 to 3. This is a conclusive wrap up of how all 
these contribute to a better understanding of Medical 
Science.

The full video series can be found on our website at  
www.standupcanada.solutions/from-confusion-to-clarity

You can also find this series on our YOUTUBE Channel:  
Stand Up Canada.solutions

House Calls: From Confusion To Clarity

By JCCF.ca

T
he Justice Centre filed a lawsuit in Federal Court on 
January 26, 2022 seeking to strike down the federal 
government’s mandatory Covid-19 vaccine require-

ments for air travellers. The court action is on behalf of sev-
eral Canadians from across Canada whose Charter rights 
and freedoms have been infringed.

On October 30, 2021, the feder-
al government announced that any-
one travelling by air, train, or ship, 
must be fully vaccinated. The travel 
vaccination mandate has prevented 
approximately 6 million unvaccinat-
ed Canadians (15% of Canada’s pop-
ulation) from travel within Canada 
and prevents them from flying out 
of Canada. Some of the Canadians 
involved in the lawsuit cannot travel to help sick loved 
ones, get to work, visit family and friends, take internation-
al vacations, and live ordinary lives.

The main applicant in the case is former Newfoundland 
Premier, The Honourable A. Brian Peckford, the only 
surviving drafter and signatory 40 years after the 1982 
Constitution and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms was 
enacted.

“It is becoming more obvious that being vaccinated 
does not stop people from getting Covid and does not 
stop them from spreading it”, says the former Premier. 
“The government has not shown that the policy makes 
flying safer—it simply discriminates”, he notes. “When I 
heard Prime Minister Trudeau call the unvaccinated ‘rac-
ists,’ ‘misogynists, ‘anti-science’ and ‘extremist’ and his 
musing ‘do we tolerate these people?’ it became clear he 

is sowing divisions and advancing his vendetta against a 
specific group of Canadians—this is completely against 
the democratic and Canadian values I love about this 
country.  The federal travel ban has segregated me from 
other Canadians.  It’s discriminatory, violates my Charter 
rights and that’s why I am fighting the travel ban” adds Mr. 
Peckford.

 The Justice Centre’s legal chal-
lenge cites violations of Charter 
rights including mobility, life, liber-
ty and security of the person, priva-
cy, and discrimination. The lawsuit 
also challenges whether the Minister 
of Transportation has the jurisdic-
tion to use aviation safety powers to 
enforce public health measures.

The court will be asked to hear 
the case on an expedited basis given 

the serious infringement on Canadians’ mobility and 
other rights.  Canada is the only country in the developed 
world that has banned Covid vaccine-free travellers from 
air travel.

“Despite the confirmed science that the vaccine does 
not stop people from getting or spreading the virus and 
the repeated warnings from the WHO, it’s clear the fed-
eral government is out of step and arbitrarily restrict-
ing Canadians fundamental rights and freedoms,” says 
Keith Wilson, Q.C., lead counsel for the legal challenge. 
“It is profoundly disturbing that a marginalized group in 
Canada—the unvaccinated—are essentially prohibited 
from leaving the country,” he adds.

“Canadians have been losing hope in the Charter and 
our courts.  We are going to put the best arguments and 
evidence forward so that the court can clarify where gov-
ernments overstep,” concludes Mr. Wilson.

Brian Peckford, and others sue MOT
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“W
hich one of you, having a hundred sheep 
and losing one of them, does not leave the 
ninety-nine in the wilderness and go after 

the one that is lost until he finds it?” (Luke 15:4) A good 
shepherd would do this only if the ninety-nine were 
not at risk and the stray had a long 
life of wool production ahead. What 
if the flock were 8,500 sheep, the 
saved stray was already beyond its 
life expectancy, and the shepherd 
would come back to find three of his 
younger sheep devoured by a wolf? 
That is, optimistically, the situation 
with Covid-19 injections. More than 
three vaccine deaths happen for 
every Covid-19 death prevented by 
Covid-19 injections.

For the sake of these back-
of-the-envelope calculations, I 
will refer primarily to the Pfizer/
BioNTech mRNA injection and US 
data because they are the best doc-
umented. This biologic accounts for 
58% of doses, 46% of deaths, and 
45% of adverse events of the three 
biologics authorized for emergen-
cy use . 

First, how many Covid-19 
injections does it take to save one 
life? You have probably heard the 
Relative Risk Reduction claim of 95% efficacy (relative to 
the placebo) for the Pfizer biologic. In fact, the relevant 
number is the Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR), which is 
0.84% . The inverse of the ARR gives the Number Needed 
to Vaccinate (NNV) to prevent one Covid-19 case, which 
is 119. The NNV is country-specific. The NNV for Pfizer 
in Israel is an even less impressive 217. At the US Covid-
19 Case Fatality Rate (CFR) of 1.4% , it takes 1/CFR=71.4 
cases to produce one fatality. The CFR is also country-
specific and reflects both the general health of the popu-
lation, the quality of health care, and the definition of a 
case. The CFR is 1.3% in Canada and 0.3% in Australia 
and Norway. To prevent one Covid-19 death, we must 
vaccinate NNV / CFR=8,500 people.

As a side note, those 8,500 injections are not free . In 
addition to the roughly $17 for the first dose to $28 for 
the second dose the providers can charge for admin-
istration—to double-dose every American would cost 
$16 billion—there was the $10 billion Operation Warp 
Speed funding, the cost of doses spoiled due to expiry 
after a month or improper refrigeration, and the cost of 
the incessant promotion campaign. Assuming a mod-
est cost per impression of $0.0125  times the population 
of the US times seven times a day for a year, top-of-mind 
awareness would cost $11.5 billion. This does not include 
the bureaucracy to administer the campaign. All paid for 
with tax dollars. I have not even touched on the social 
costs and the cost of administering vaccine mandates. 

The second factor is how many people die after 
receiving the injection. A recent Columbia University 
study  determined that the Vaccine-induced Fatality Rate 
(VFR) is 0.04%, or 4 in 10,000 injections. 

Thus, the 8,500 injections needed to save the life of 1 
Covid-19 case would result in 3.4 vaccine deaths.

The details make this outcome even less attrac-
tive. The average age of Covid-19 fatalities is about the 
same as the average life expectancy. One multi-coun-
try study  found that a greater proportion of Covid-19-
related deaths exceed life expectancy than occur below 
life expectancy. In the UK, the average age of a Covid-19 
associated fatality is 80 years of age . In contrast, the aver-
age age of Covid-19 vaccine deaths in the US in 2021 was 
about 72 years of age . We would expect that average age 

to decrease as the injections among younger age groups 
become increasingly prevalent . Thus, Covid-19 does not 
shorten life expectancy but the injections do.

That conclusion does not even take into account the 
injection’s medium to long-term fatality risks. Pfizer’s 
product monograph admits that these are unknown . 
“Very rare cases of myocarditis and/or pericarditis fol-

lowing vaccination with COMIRNATY have been report-
ed during post-authorization use. These cases occurred 
more commonly after the second dose and in adoles-
cents and young adults. Typically, the onset of symp-
toms has been within a few days following receipt of 
COMIRNATY. Available short-term follow-up data sug-
gest that the symptoms resolve in most individuals, but 
information on long-term sequelae is lacking.” (p. 18) 
In fact, these cardiac conditions are irreversible; myo-
carditis has a mortality  rate of 20% after one year and 
56% after 4.3 years; pericarditis mortality  is 7% after 
five years. “The (Study 2) participants were unblinded 
to offer placebo participants COMIRNATY when they 
became locally eligible under regulatory approval in 
December 2020” making it impossible to study adverse 
reactions relative to a control group after that time. (p. 
26) “Carcinogenic potential was not assessed, as carcino-
genicity studies were not considered relevant to this vac-
cine.” “Genotoxic (causing genetic damage or alteration 
or preventing DNA repair) potential was not assessed, as 
genotoxicity studies were not considered relevant to this 
vaccine.” (p. 48) This seems odd for a technology that the 
NIH calls gene therapy .

Here are other surprising statements in the mono-
graph. “The safety and efficacy of COMIRNATY in chil-
dren under 5 years of age have not yet been established.” 
“The safety and immunogenicity of a booster dose of 
COMIRNATY in individuals 65 years of age and older is 
based on safety and immunogenicity data in adults 18 
through 55 years of age.” (p. 4) “As with any vaccine, vac-
cination with COMIRNATY may not protect all recipi-
ents. Individuals may not be optimally protected until 
at least 7 days after their second dose of vaccine.” (p. 17) 
“It is unknown whether COMIRNATY has an impact on 
fertility.” (p. 18) “The safety and efficacy of COMIRNATY 
in pregnant women have not yet been established. It is 
unknown whether COMIRNATY is excreted in human 
milk. A risk to the newborns/infants cannot be exclud-
ed.” (p. 19) “No (drug) interaction studies have been 
performed.” (p. 33) “In a repeat-dose toxicity study, rats 
(experienced)… decreased red blood cell mass…Full or 
partial recovery from all findings was observed following 
a 3-week recovery period.” (p. 48) Partial recovery? 

Although we have yet to observe long-term harms, 
the injections clearly provide no long-term benefits. 
The efficacy of the biologics, such as it is, wanes after 
three months  and has limited efficacy against variants . 
Booster protection might diminish after 10 weeks .

Much as the Vaccine-induced Fatality Rate (VFR) 
cited above is 0.04%, or 4 in 10,000 injections, the inci-

dence of adverse reactions can 
increase with the number of doses.  
Thus, VFR could increase with sub-
sequent doses, and there appears to 
be no end in sight for the number of 
doses . Turkey is up to its fifth dose .

As the VFR could trend upward, 
the CFR could be on the down-
swing, because variants tend to be 
less fatal than the wild type of a 
virus . Variants also tend to displace 
the wild type. Over time, the evolv-
ing equation could lead to more 
vaccine deaths per injection and 
fewer Covid case lives needing to 
be saved.

In addition to fatalities, we must 
not forget the risk of severe vaccine 
injuries. VAERS records 786 birth 
defects, 36,758 permanent disabili-
ties, 24,343 life-threatening events, 
and 113,303 hospitalizations to date 
following Covid-19 injections . The 
fatalities data also exclude the 3,511 
miscarriages  so far. 

A good shepherd would not save one sheep at the 
cost of more than three now and likely more in the years 
to come. 
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To Save One, We Kill Three
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Covid outbreak in research team in Antarctica despite 
regular testing and being fully vaccinated

I
n December, a Belgium research team in Antarctica reported an outbreak of covid 
in two-thirds of its personnel despite all being fully vaccinated and tested prior to 
arriving at the remote continent.
The ‘infected’ staff members based at the Princess Elisabeth Polar Station had to 

self-isolate even if they only had mild symptoms.
According to The Brussels Times, “All staff members preparing to depart to 

the station had to undergo a PCR test in Belgium two hours before leav-
ing for South Africa, take a PCR test five days after their arrival in 
Cape Town, where they also had to quarantine for ten days. 
Another test was required when leaving Cape Town for 
Antarctica and another PCR test had to be undergone 
five days after arrival.”

Joseph Cheek, project manager for the 
International Polar Foundation told ABC News 
that they are collecting data on the possible ori-
gins of the outbreak.

Despite the tedious and strict measures 
in place, no one appears to have a scientific 
answer for the covid outbreak in the most 
remote part of the world.

Maybe they contracted covid from pen-
guins or seals that inhabit the ice-cold con-
tinent!

Archbishop of Canterbury 
suggests not getting 
vaccinated is immoral

T
he Archbishop of Canterbury Justin 
Welby has said that getting the experi-
mental jab is a moral issue, “It’s not about 

me and my rights to choose…it’s about how I love 
my neighbour.”

In an interview with UK TV channel ITV News, the 
‘spiritual’ leader of the worldwide Anglican Church of over 
85 million Christians said, “Go and get boosted, go and get vac-
cinated, it’s how we love our neighbour. Loving our neighbour is 
what Jesus told us to do.”

The wannabe pharma sales rep also patronized many millions of people who have 
genuine concerns about the jabs by stating, “I don’t understand because it seems to 
me…I’m not a scientist. I do know some scientists doing this. They’re not evil people, 
you know, this is not a conspiracy…it’s not a plot. They are not bad people…What I 
think is that they know what they’re doing better than we do.”

The ‘Christian’ leader recently compared world leaders who fail to act on climate 
as “Nazis”. In an interview with the BBC at the recent climate summit in Glasgow he 
bizarrely stated, “World leaders will be cursed if they don’t get this right. People will 
speak of them in far stronger terms than we speak today of the politicians of the 30s, of 
the politicians who ignored what was happening in Nazi Germany because this will kill 
people all around the world for generations, and we will have no means of averting it.” 
He later apologized for his remarks.

Welby has joined other world religious leaders including the Dalai Lama and Pope 
Francis who have shamefully pushed vaccines using a didactic approach and under 
the guise of the ‘common good’. Globalist cheerleader Pope Francis questioned vaccine 
hesitancy because of our “history of friendship” with vaccinations.

The Archbishop of Canterbury who is a regular attendee and speaker at the World 
Economic Forum appears to forget his Christian ethos when constantly dictating to the 
masses about key issues.

He needs to remember what he preaches, ‘Let him who is without sin cast the first 
stone.’

France bans eating popcorn at cinemas over covid safety 
concerns

T
he French government has banned the consumption of all food and beverages in 
cinemas in order to bizarrely stop the transmission of covid. The ban which start-
ed in early January will be initially for a period of three weeks and is also imple-

mented in theatres, sports events, and public transport.
French Prime Minister Jean Castex announced the absurd measures in order to 

“combat” the spread of covid. The possible rationale for the ban is to prevent cinema 
goers removing their masks to eat or drink and therefore reducing the spread of covid 
to other patrons.

The unscientific ruling will clearly have an economic knock-on effect on the cin-
ema industry. According to Rod Assous, owner of the independent cinema L’Elysee in 
Chantilly, “We only earn 30% on the sale price of cinema tickets. Popcorn is the conso-
lation prize for operators. If there were no confectionery, a third of cinemas in France 
would undoubtedly close their doors.”

France has upped its path to totalitarianism with additional draconian measures 
and threats to the ‘unvaccinated’ population in recent months. In a recent interview 
with French newspaper Le Parisien, French President Emmanuel Macron used the 
term “emmerder” which is a French slang word which means “shit” when talking about 
the 5 million in France who have resisted the constant onslaught to get jabbed. He said, 
“I am not about pissing off the French people. But as for the non-vaccinated, I really 
want to piss them off. And we will continue to do this, to the end. This is the strategy.”

Macron added, “We are putting pressure on the unvaccinated by limiting, as much 
as possible, their access to activities in social life.”

Protesters at a large rally in Paris responded to Macron’s vulgar words by chanting, 
“We’ll piss you off.” On January 8, more than 100,000 people across France protested 
against the government’s plan to restrict the movement and rights of the unvaccinated.

The fact that Macron proudly wishes to hassle a section of the French population 

and doesn’t even hide his fascistic agenda of de-facto forcible vaccination policies is a 
worrying development for a country that prides itself on freedom and civil liberty.

Arrogant Macron may come to regret insulting a spirited section of the French pop-
ulation in such a vile manner when counting votes commences during the French 
Presidential election in April.

Japan leading by example regarding civil liberties and 
freedom of choice

T
he Japanese government and health ministry has recently 
made positive inclusive statements regarding mandatory 
vaccines and freedom of choice.

The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare in Japan stat-
ed on their website: “Although we encourage all citizens to 

receive the COVID-19 vaccination, it is not compulso-
ry or mandatory. Vaccination will be given only with 

the consent of the person to be vaccinated after 
the information provided. Please get vaccinated 

of your own decision, understanding both the 
effectiveness in preventing infectious diseases 
and the risk of side effects. No vaccination will 
be given without consent. Please do not force 
anyone in your workplace or those around 
you to be vaccinated, and do not discrimi-
nate against those who have not been vac-
cinated.”

To add further clarification, there is a 
link on their website titled “Human Rights 
Advice” that includes advice for anyone 

experiencing discrimination or problems in 
the workplace because of their vaccination 

status.
The Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida 

also promoted freedom of choice and informed 
consent regarding vaccines. In a message on a gov-

ernmental website, he said, “Vaccines will never be 
administered without the recipient’s consent. We urge 

the public never to coerce vaccinations at the workplace or 
upon others around them, and never to treat those who have 

not received the vaccine in a discriminatory manner.”
In another covid development in Japan, the health ministry has list-

ed myocarditis and pericarditis as serious possible side-effects in young men from 
the Moderna and Pfizer jabs.

The ethical approach by officials in Japan is very much commendable especially 
in a world where coercion and threats are the order of the day by many world leaders.

News From Around The World
By Paul Bennett

By Veronica McKee

They couldn’t go to the pool, so the peo-
ple met and swam in the ocean and lakes, 
and built saunas together.
They couldn’t go to restaurants so the 
people had dinner parties and potlucks.
They couldn’t go to clubs so the people 
had epic dance parties.
They couldn’t go to the gym so the people 
ran up mountains, lifted rocks, chopped 
firewood, and trained in each others’ 
garages.
They couldn’t go to grocery stores so they 
hunted and farmed.
They couldn’t go to sports events so they 
created their own.

They were told they couldn’t travel but 
found ways.
They lost their jobs so they created and 
found new ones that were more aligned 
with their values.
They lost friends and family and built 
community.
Everything that’s happening is totally 
insane, and inhumane.
But they never felt oppressed.
In fact, freer than ever.
What we build now is the future.
I wouldn’t miss this era for anything.
The Sovereign awaken.

What we build now is the future
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Absurdity Observer
Some Of The Most Absurd Things That Have Happened In Recent Weeks
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• Students in Nova Scotia are now required to wear a 
3-layer mask.

• Toronto strip clubs are now offering booster shots for 
covid-19.

• Israeli news study finds an increase in sudden deaths 
among athletes. The average annual number of FIFA sud-
den deaths between 2000-2020 was 4.2. In 2021, it sky-
rocketed to 21, 5 times the annual average. 
FIFA athletes are required to be vaccinated 
in order to travel.

• A Vancouver family with a young cancer 
patient was evicted from Ronald McDonald 
House in January due to vaccination status. 
Ronald McDonald Houses across Canada 
are evicting anyone aged 5 and up who is 
unvaccinated. 

• A Quebec Judge suspends a man’s visita-
tion rights with his child because he is not 
vaccinated. 

• After evaluating 9 studies, HART (Health 
Advisory & Recovery Team) shockingly 
finds that “the evidence of an increased 
infection rate in the first two weeks after 
vaccination is well established.” Examples 
of the studies they looked at: a Brazilian 
study showed a 69% higher infection in 
the first 13 days after the shot and a Danish 
study showed a 40% increase in the first 2 
weeks. And even Pfizer’s own data showed a 
40% increase in suspected Covid vs the pla-
cebo. This muddies the data since a person 
is still considered to be “unvaccinated” until 
two weeks after their shot.

• Alberta Health removes 3 graphs from their “COVID-19 
Alberta statistics” page that show both how ineffective the 
vaccine is, and how our health agencies are fiddling with 
the numbers. The graphs showed that individuals are 
many times more likely to test positive, get hospitalized, 
and die within the first 14 days of their first vaccination 
(when they are still considered to be totally unvaccinated 
by our government). The math works out so that 47.6% of 
single dose vaccinated people who are hospitalized with 
covid are considered to be “unvaccinated” in the statistics, 
and 55.6% of single dose vaccinated covid deaths are con-
sidered to be “unvaccinated.” Graphs may still be found on 
archive.org for https://www.alberta.ca/stats/covid-19-al-
berta-statistics.htm by clicking January 8.

• Nova Scotia issued an edict making it illegal for citizens 
to gather along the highway and cheer on the truckers 
driving to Ottawa to protest vaccine mandates. On January 
28t, Nova Scotia issued the “Highway Blockade Ban” 
warning citizens that they are not to gather in support of 
the convoy of trucks. The edict names the “2022 Freedom 
Convoy” specifically, making it a crime punishable by up 
to $100,000 to participate in, finance, aid, encourage, or 
support “an interruption of the normal flow of vehicle traf-
fic” in relation to the convoy. 

• Trudeau government causes serious supply chain issues 
after mandating truckers crossing the boarder to be vac-
cinated. According to the Canadian Trucking Alliance, 
even before the mandate, Canada was short 23,000 truck 
drivers (brought about by tough conditions and onerous 
regulations), and 15% of truck drivers who cross the bor-
der (18,000 drivers) are currently unvaccinated, making 
an existing problem much worse.

• On Parliament Hill, Brassard, a Conservative critic for 

ethics and accountable government, revealed 33 Million 
Canadians (87% of the population) currently have their 
devices monitored by the Canadian Government as 
“part of the response to COVID-19” to “track the spread of 
COVID” by the Public Health Agency of Canada.

• Bank of Canada says food price increases are outpacing 
inflation.

• Data from University of California San Francisco finds the 
vaccinated with COVID are more symptomatic than the 
unvaccinated with COVID.

• People died at rates 20% higher than normal after sec-
ond COVID shot, Swedish study shows. According to 
a 34-page paper on vaccine effectiveness, published in 
Preprints with The Lancet, 3,939 of 4.03 million Swedes 
who received the second dose of a COVID vaccine died 
less than two weeks later, a rate 20% above normal.

• Quebec announced it plans on taxing the unvaccinated. 
Adult Quebecers who are not vaccinated and don't have 
a medical exemption may be forced to pay a “health con-
tribution," Quebec Premier Francois Legault announced 
on January 11th, adding that the unvaccinated should be 
forced to pay for the supposed “extra burden” they are 
placing on the health-care system. 

• Stores in Quebec over 1500 square meters (including 
Canadian Tire, Winners, and Walmart) and any liquor and 
marijuana store are now are now requiring a QR coded 
vaccine passport and are banning the unvaccinated.

• Another booster is coming. Pfizer is now saying it will 
have an Omicron-specific shot ready in March 2022.

• In regards to a large party he held in his residence in May 
2020, UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson claims “nobody 
told me” his party was against he rules.

• China has altered the ending of the film Fight Club to sti-
fle any inspirations of citizen rebellion.

• Google was caught red-handed manipulating it’s search 
results to suit the narrative. Inventor of the mRNA vaccine 
technology and vaccine mandate opponent Dr. Robert 
Malone talked about “mass formation psychosis” on a 
Joe Rogan podcast and within minutes when googling 
“mass formation psychosis” the search results showed “It 

looks like these results are changing quickly… it can some-
times take time for results to be added by reliable sourc-
es.” Eventually sources suiting the mainstream narrative 
appeared and more accurate results were buried.

• An undercover video by Project Veritas reveals disad-
vantaged populations are taking excessive vaccines for 
a tax funded gift card incentive. The recorded video 

show employees of New York contracted med-
ical provider, DocGoAmbulnz, discussing how 
people are often successfully overcoming bar-
riers in exchange for the financial incentive of 
a $100 gift card. “You find people that do it 5, 6 
times…for the incentive.”

• A large study (Sharff et al) by one of the 
US’s largest healthcare organizations (Kaiser 
Permanente) finds, when comparing CDC 
data to their healthcare system, “the true inci-
dence of Myopericarditis (heart inflamma-
tion) is markedly higher than the incidence 
reported to the (CDC’s) advisory commit-
tee.” The study found the CDC is only report-
ing roughly 10.6% of myopericarditis cases in 
young males after their second dose.

• NYPD detained a 9 year-old girl, and 
arrested 5 adults, for entering New York's 
Natural History Museum while unvaccinated.

• CDC study (Leon et al.) using data from 
California and New York indicates that prior 
infection offered better protection that vacci-
nation during the Delta wave.

• CEO of US Life insurance company for 
employees “OneAmerica” says deaths are up 
40% among people aged 18-64 during the 

second half of 2021—and it’s not covid on their death cer-
tificates. “We are seeing the highest death rate we have 
ever seen in the history of this business. This is not just 
being seen by OneAmerica, the data is consistent across 
every player in this business.”

• Toronto study titled “Effectiveness of COVID-19 vac-
cines against Omicron or Delta infection” (Buchan 
et al.) finds those who receive 2 doses of an mRNA 
vaccine have an increased risk of testing positive 
for COVID. These findings are consistent with the 
last study that looked at vaccine efficacy on omicron 
(Hansen et al.) that showed after 90 days Pfizer cus-
tomers are 76.5% more likely and Moderna custom-
ers are 39.3% more likely to be infected compared to 
unvaxxed people. Additionally, the researchers found, 
that those who have received the jab are just as conta-
gious as the unvaccinated, once they get infected.

• An article by renowned epidemiologists Dr John 
Ioannidis and Dr Jay Bhattacharya published an arti-
cle titled “Assessing mandatory stay-at-home and busi-
ness closure effects on the spread of Covid-19” and 
found “there is no evidence that more restrictive non-
pharmaceutical interventions (‘lockdowns’) contrib-
uted substantially to the bending of the curve of new 
cases in England, France, Germany, Iran, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Spain, or the United States.”

• PayPal shuts down the Informed Consent Action 
Network’s account, suddenly canceling thousands of 
recurring donations. As PayPal put in an email to the 
medical freedom organization ICAN (creators of “The 
Highwire”) “PayPal is exercising its contractual right 
to cease doing business” with ICAN and shut down 
their account.


